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FOREWORD

The Third Conference on Engineering Design Education was held at the Carnegie
Institute of Technology on July 12 and 13, 1965. The the of the Conference, "In-
volvement in Interdisciplinary Design," reflects the fact that design is a universal
ingredient in engineering activityand illustrates the view of the Conference organ-
izers that design education is most effectively accomplished where students are confronted
with an authentic involvement in a design experience.

The first two Conferences on Engineering Design education were held at the Case
Institute of Technology in 1960 and the University of California at Los Angeles in
1962.* Their respective themes were devoted to the "definition of Engineering Design,
the Engineering Design Process, and the Engineering Designer," and to a diverse
group of papers on "Research in Design," design theory and pedagogy, and examples
of industrial experience.

The Third Conference focused its attention on a critique and
at

of
results of the NSF-sponsored Design Laboratory Workshops held at Carnegie, Case,
Dartmouth, M.I.T., University of California, Berkeley, and U.C.L.A. during the sum-
mer of 1965. The primary goal of the Workshops was faculty developmentto deter-
mine whether faculty, many inexperienced in engineering design education, could suc-
cessfully guide their own students through unstructured design projects. Workshop
participants described their experiences, and four experts in design-related fields who
had visited the Worshops presented their impressions of the pi. ogram. One session
of the conference was devoted to a discussion of the Case Study approach to design
education being developed at Stanford. Several invited guest lecturers described how
interdisciplinary design is accomplished in some of the nation's major industries.

* Copies of the Proceedings of the 1960 Conference are available from the American Society for Engi-
neering Education, 1846 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. A very few copies of the Pro-
ceedings of the 1962 Conference are still available from the Division of Engineering at U.C.L.A.
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The Conference was sponsored jointly by the Carnegie Institute of Technology and
the Commission on Engineering Education through its Committee on Authentic In-
volvement in Design. The Conference Committee was composed of :

Lawrence N. Canjar, Chairman
Richard B. Barnhart
William W. Ellis
Stephen L. Rosen
Wilfred T. Rouleau

all of Carnegie Institute of Technology.

The Committee on Authentic Involvement in Design is composed of :

Robert W. Mann, Chairman
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Peter Z. Bulkeley
Stanford University

Lawrence N. Canjar
University of Detroit

Robert C. Dean, Jr.
Dartmouth College

James B. Reswick
Case Institute of Technology

Robert F. Steidel, Jr.
University of .California, Berkeley

B. Richard Teare, Jr.
Carnegie Institute of Technology

Thomas T. Woodson
University of California, Los Angeles

The proceedings of the Conference have been compiled and edited by
Bulkeley, Stanford University. Following initial distribution, copies are available from.
the Commission on Engineering Education, 1501 New Hampshire Avenue., N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C, 20036. Inquiries for further information about any of the Design Labo.
ratory Workshops should be directed to the Director (s) of the Workshop (s) involved,
or to any of the visiting faculty participants in the Workshop program.

The Committee on Authentic Involvement in Design and the editor are grateful
to Mrs. Jean P..___Moore, Commission on Engineering Education, for her assistance
in preparing copy and iii developing the format of these Proceedings.

Peter Z. Bulkeley
September 17, 1965
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PART INTRODUCTION

Today's technology has resulted in a vigorous upgrading of engineering educa-
tion in pure and applied science and mathematics. The emphasis on science, however,
has been made at the cost of Design and practically orientedsubjects. Courses whose
material is largely "state of the art" have lost favor with many engineering educators.

Recently, however, there has been an awareness that Design is an essential char-
acteristic of the engineering curriculum and may be in fact the distinguishing character-
istic. Design embraces the diversity of analytic knowledge obtained from engineering
science courses. This was emphasized by Dr. H. Guyford Stever, President of Carnegie
Institute of Technology, in his welcoming comments to the participants in the Third
Conference on Engineering Design Education :

"I once was one of those who believed that the only important part of engi-
neering education had to do with engineering science. Now I'm completely
convinced that an engineer's education just isn't education . . , unless it has
not only a lot, but a very powerful portion of it in design. In fact, that's the
unique part of engineering education."

These comments keynote the fact that Design cannot be subjugated entirely to science
or analysis or mathematics.

Many opinions exist about how best to teach Design. The mixture of pedagogical
components used in design courses vary markedly from school to school. One approach,
that of involving the student in an actual design experience in the laboratory, has re-
ceived acceptance and is the subject of much experimentation. In his welcoming com-
ments to the participants in the Third Conference on Engineering Design Education,
Dr. B. Richard Teare, Jr., Dean of the School of Engineering and Science at Carnegie
Institute of Technology, said this about involvement in design: "If you agree that
students learn by what they do, then they have to be involved directly in design them-
selves." Few argue that this is not a desirable objective in the design portion of an
engineering curriculum. However, the depth and intensity of involvement and the way
in which it is introduced into a student's coursework is still the subject of consider-
able discussion. The Third Conference on Engineering Design Education was intended
to be an expository display of the involvement practiced at a few leading schools.

Preliminary to the conference, with National Science Foundation support, Work-
shops in Design-Education, each representing a slightly different view of involvement
in design, were held at Carnegie Institute, Case Institute, Dartmouth, M.I.T., Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, and U.C.L.A. The approaches taken by these schools
formed the primary basis for the Conference discussions.

Each of the Workshop host schools adopted a project format for much of its
program, although the projects varied from broad system concepts to detailed hard-
ware to the writing of individual case histories. Characteristics common to all proj-
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ects included their broad interdisciplinary structure, reflecting contemporary engineer-
ing practice. In addition each project was a design response to a verifiable need.
They were not merely contrived exercises. These two facts demonstrate evolution
from the "paper design" projects in mechanical design commonly used in years past.
Today's design experiences are at once more catholic in scope and more authentic in
formulation.

There was common agreement at the Carnegie Conference that involvement is an
essential ingredient of effective design education. However, the different points of view
presented indicate that no standardized approach best fits the needs and local environ-
ments of all schools. In particular, different opinions were expressed about the
following :

Level At what level should design be introduced into the engineering curric-
ulum? Should it weave a continuing thread throughout a student's under-
graduate and graduate years or should it be applied in a discrete package?

Structure Should a step-by-step morphology of design be emphasized or should
a design "way-of-thinking" evolve from students working in design
situations?

Lectures Should design-oriented courses rely on formally structured lecture pro-
grams, or should lecturers be used only where there is a "need-to-know"
apropos a specific project?

Projects What type of projects are best suited to teaching of design? Do those
with broad system implications have greater educationai value than those
with specific hardware orientation? Or is it more effective to use case
studies in partial substitution for project type work? Should the choice
of project be left to the student, or should a common project be enforced
upon all? Should the instructor look to industry as the source of projects,
or should the faculty and/or students generate their own topics?

Group Size Should students be encouraged to work singly on projects or collectively
in small groups? Should student groups be mixed, combining disciplines
and classes?

Authenticity To what degree should projects be contrived by the faculty? Should they
comprise actual experience in an on-going design (research) effort, or
should they be ad hoc artifacts derived by the instructor? Should the
involvement be with a "paper design" or in an actual confrontation with
nature in the laboratory ?

Realizability How far into practical realization should a project go? Is the manu-
facture of a prototype an essential component of the design experience?

The Carnegie Conference highlighted several areas of agreement among its partici-
pants. Foremost was the feeling that Design is not the parochial property of a single
discipline. Rather, it freely crosses boundaries of conventional departmental organ-
ization. It was encouraging to note the eagerness with which the elements of design
experience are being accepted by and adapted to the individual needs of many different
curricula.

The need for outstanding staff in design education was expressed by many ccnfer-
ence participants. It appears that the main concern of engineering educators is no
longer whether to teach design, but how best to teach it and by whom. Thus the

..... primary problem hai becoine one of identifying, training and/or recruiting that staff
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technically and psychologically prepared for engineering design instruction. A recent
hope that industry itself could be a significant source of engineering practitioners quali-
fied and willing to teach has not materialized. The search for such people must go on,
but clearly the yield will not be adequate to the needs of engineering design education.
The substantial burden of design teaching inevitably must be borne by faculty members
having little actual professional design experience.

The Workshops this past summer successfully demonstrated one technique for aug-
menting the competence of faculty normally familiar with the content and techniques
of more parochial, engineering science analytical subjects. Faculty otherwise unfamilar
with design education could and did, in a short space of a few weeks, undertake with
their own students a wide variety of engineering design project work.

In the type of "involvement" practiced at the NSF-sponsored workshops, the student
and his instructor either jointly or in liaison approached the design problem. This
required the intensive personal involvement of the instructora time consuming but
often exhilarating job. Concern was expressed by virtually all participants that this
type of effort, while of obvious educational merit, requires special administrative study
how can the staffing requirements of project involvement and interdisciplinary design
be reconciled to the exigencies of engineering science-oriented curricula and academic
budgets?

There is no question that this type of design education demands more student con-
tract hours than those commonly encountered in lecture course work. However, the
nature of the engagement for the professor is quite different. Lectures demand care-
ful preparation; homework, quizzes and final examinations as integrated elements of
an educational process require much preparation, grading, and discussion time. How-
ever, in the involvement type of design education, the professor, together with his
students, is confronted with a nouveau situation ; inordinate preparation by the pro-
fessor destroys the novelty and spontaneity of the educational experience for the stu-
dent. Thus, the total time committed to disciplinary subjects, including preparation and
grading, may not be significantly different from the total time committed to design.

The real value of the education derived from this experience must be equated in
terms of effectiveness compared to cost. Cost is the more easily qualified, but in the
long-run effectiveness establishes the quality of an education and, in turn, the character
of that education.

In Part II of these Proceedings each of the Workshops is described in detail by
one of its own participating faculty. The philosophy and organization of each Work-
shop is uniqueyet they all derive from the tenet that involvement is essential to design
education. The value judgment of which version of involvement best suits his own
environment is, of course, left to the reader. However, a brief comparison of the
various Design Workshops is included at the end of the sectiontogether with a
sampling of comments which arose concerning them at the Carnegie Conference.

These Proceedings of the Third Conference on Engineering Design Education
include two components in addition to discussion of the NSF Design Workshops. The
first of these, Part III of the Proceedings, is a discussion of the "Case Method"
approach to engineering education, particularized here to design education. The results
presented derive partly from the Berkeley Workshop and partly from an NSF-funded
program in case development at Stanford University. Part IV of the Proceedings
contains, in whole or part, the texts of invited papers presented at the Carnegie Con-
ference by several speakers from industry.
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PART IIDESIGN LABORATORY WORKSHOPS

In response to problems imposed on educators by accelerating technological sophisti-
cation in engineering, the Boulder Conference of August, 1961, proposed the establish-
ment of a Commission on Engineering Education whose charge, in part, was

"To develop . . . effective programs for faculty development in . . . the processes
of instructing and learning relative to engineering education." *

Prominent among the topics discussed by the conferees was Engineering Design :
"The design process and its elements need to be studied, improved, and above
all, taught to student engineers. Student engineers need the opportunity to
participate in design experiences which are optimum when authentic . . ." *

Following the Boulder meeting, a committee was established under the auspices of
the Commission : the Committee on Authentic Involvement in Design. Its name describes
its primary objective to implement the ideas expressed in the quotations excerpted
above.

Meeting in Hanover in 1963, the Committee pondered on the experience of an
Engineering Design Education Workshop, presented by and held at M.I.T. under sponsor-
ship of NSF in the summer of 1962. This Workshop, attended by 75 educators from
the United States, Canada and Great Britain, emphasized lecture presentations of design
projects and design analyses, normally done by students under faculty counsel. During
the Workshop the faculty attendees were also encouraged to carry out projects on their
own, much as they would ultimately expect their own students to do. The propensity
of the attendees at the Workshop was to listen rather than to involve themselves in
design. This foretold the subsequent, rather disappointing transfer of the design edu-
cation techniques carried back to the home campuses of the visitors.

The next step was clearto involve faculty with their own students in authentic
engineering project situations at sponsor institutions, under the guidance and support
of faculty experienced in this type of design education. It was hoped, if visiting faculty
could successfully negotiate their own students through an unstructured situation
under the friendly auspices of the host institution, these same faculty would have a high
probability of successfully transplanting some of the techniques learned to their home
environments. This was the basic philosophy underlying the Design Laboratory Work-
shops held during the summer of 1965.**

The host schools for the Workshops reflected the membership of the Committee on
Authentic InvolvementthL.y were Carnegie Institute of Technology, Case Institute of
Technology, Dartmouth College, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the Univer-

* Boulder Conference proceedings are contained in the Journal of Engineering Education, vol. 52, num-
ber 9, May 1962, pp. 624-641.
** The Workshops were originally planned for 1964, but were postponed to insure a wider selection of
faculty applicants.
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sity of California, both Berkeley and Los Angeles campuses. While each of these schools
submitted its own proposal fc7 NSF support, they were combined and processed as aunit. Coordination of the over-all program and direction of its common aspects was
assumed by the Commission on Engineering Education.

Following a widely disseminated general description of the program and solicita-
tion of candidates, the faculty participants, and subsequently their students, were select )d
for each of the six Workshops. A planning session brought the visiting faculty to his
host school prior to the beginning of the Workshops. The Workshops themselves com-
prised four weeks in late June and early July followed immediately by a terminal
meeting to exchange and reinforce the Workshop experiences. This terminal meeting
was combined with and constituted a major part of the Third Conference on Engineer-
ing Design Education held at Carnegie Institute on July 12-13, 1965.

The Workshop experiences in "authentic involvement" were augmented by lectures
given by four experts in avant-garde "design theory" disciplines. These experts spent
two days at each host school, lecturing on their specialty and participating in Work-
shop activities in whatever ways were found most useful. The oxperts and their topics
were :

S. A. Coons, Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
Computer-Aided Design
R. L. Prince, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation;
Optimization in Design
E. E. Smith, Serendipity Associates;
Decision-making, Approached from the Psychological Point of View
L. A. Schmit, Jr., Case Institute of Technology;
Automated Optimum Design of Structures

In the sections to follow, each of the Workshops is described in detail by membersof its host faculty. Included in each is a commentary on objectives and general re-marks on the effectiveness of this mode of design education. Following the Workshop
descriptions is a brief section comparing the Workshops, with comments based upon
interviews and correspondence with Workshop participants, and excerpted remarks
from participants at the Carnegie Conference.

CARNEGIE INSTITUTE WORKSHOP
By R. R. R0THPLIS

The Workshop at Carnegie shared, with the other Workshops, the common goal
of "demonstrating that authentic design opportunities can be created and undertaken
successfully in an academic setting." It also shared as a central theme "the direct
personal involvement of the students in original engineering design situations." More
specifically, however, the program at Carnegie addressed itself to the realistic and
pressing question of how the expanding need for involvement in design can be met
when the number of faculty having had actual design experience is seriously limited.
The need for faculty must outstrip the supply of experienced people if design activity
is to assume its rightful priority in engineering curricula. For this reason relatively
inexperienced teachers must be called on to perform meaningfully in the design area.

* The Dartmouth proposal differed somewhat from the general format and was processed individually.Their Workshop was like weeks long, straddling the Carnegie Conference and they did not participatein the "visiting experts" program.
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Several items are of immediate concern. First is the development of proper con-
cepts and attitudes in the student. It is a valid goal to produce a graduate who can
transfer basic concepts to useful application and who recognizes and accepts his le-
gitimate responsibilities as an engineer ; however, to do this he must develop some
conceptual judgment about the processes with which he deals and some confidence in
his ability to obtain useful results when the situation is incompletely structured, Sec-
ond is to make the faculty member's involvement in design an authentic experience.
In general, this means that he cannot work as an authority out of a particular cen-
ter of competence. Rather he must become involved with total problems, as a designer,
thus opening a dialogue which is a profitable learning experience for him and his
students alike. Third is the development of honest respect for engineering end-points
by the faculty member and his associates, Only to the extent that individual teachers
feel their involvement in design represents a respectable level of personal accom-
plishment will they spread genuine enthusiasm for design to the rest of the faculty
and to the students.

The Workshop at Carnegie sough* to clarify an approach to these concerns. A
design situation was evolved to demonstrate that inexperienced faculty and ordinary
students, with only the usual facilities of an academic setting, can mutually gain val-
uable concepts of the nature of design and also the confidence and enthusiasm nec-
essary for a successful engineering career.

The Faculty

Dean L. N. Canjar, the initial director of the project, said Professor R. R.
Rothfus, who later directed it, are chemical engineers by training and experience.
Both have been involved in the design of chemical processes and equipment in both in-
dustrial and academic contexts. Except in a substituting role, however, neither was
involved personally with day-to-day instruction during the workshop,

The five participating faculty members, each responsible for supervising a group
of four or five students, and their fields of major interest were as follows :

Donald A. Gall, Assistant Professor, Carnegie Institute of Technology, con-
trol systems engineering.

Arthur C. Haman, Assistant Professor and Acting Head of the Department
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Detroit; thermodynamics and combus-
tion engineering.

Leo A. Padis, Associate Professor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute; kinematics, vi-
brations and machine design.

Roger W. Schiller, Instructor, Pennsylvania State University; mechanical de-
sign, kinematics and dynamics of machinery.

Theodore A. Terry, Assistant Professor, Lehigh University; machine design,
mechanics, thermodynamics, control.

All had experience in industrial employment, consulting, or course development in ad-
dition to normal teaching experience.

In summary, the participating faculty had a solid background of experience,
coupled with special competence in one or more of the usual areas of mechanical enga-
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neering. It is important to note, however, that in no case could the faculty member
be considered an expert in the type of design being done.

The Students

There were twenty-four students in the Workshop, about an equal number from
each of the five colleges represented by the participating faculty. Fifteen of the stu-
dents were upperclass undergraduates, six had just received baccalaureates, and three
were graduate students. As for their major fields, sixteen were mechanical engineers,
three were chemical engineers, one was in a five-year program of arts and mechanical
engineering, and there was one representative from each of the aeronautical, aerospace,
electrical and industrial engineering disciplines.

On the whole, these students had earned above-average academic records at their
respective schools. It is fair to say that they came to the Workshop with a more vari-
able history of motivation than of scholastic ability.

Most of the students with a mechanical engineering background had taken what
might be called the standard courm in kinematics, dynamics and the like. Those who
had completed the baccalaureate had, usually, taken a senior project course concen-
trated in the machine design area. Students in other curricula had taken correspond-
ing courses. Only a very few of the students in any discipline had ever been in-
volved in a design project having an open-end solution. None had participated in a
design situation similar to that of the Workshop.

The students were divided into four groups of five and one group of four persons,
each group under the supervision of a member of the participating faculty. In arrang-
ing group assignments before the start of the Workshop, selections were based on the
idea that each group should be as heterogeneous as possible internally. In addition,
the predicted abilities of the groups relative to one another were balanced as well
as the available information would permit. None of the groups brought any special
knowledge or ability into the solution of its problem; nor did any instructor have any
pre-established rapport with the majority of students under his supervision.

The Problems

At the planning meeting of faculty members and staff, Professor P. Conley of
Carnegie proposed that certain problems in the realm of public interest might lend
themselves to the Workshop experiment. His suggestion was accepted. It was de-
cided to concentrate on the general subject of the disposal of solid wastes; in par-
ticular, the following five areas :

Household trash
Junk autos
Building demolition wastes
Snow removal
Incinerator design

Although they could be handled as separate problems, these items were intercon-
nected by a common overlay, and some were closely enough related to breed arguments
and opposing views of the same situation. On the other hand, they were different
enough to be useful in demonstrating that the design process involves common fac-
tors, regardless of the details of the problem at hand.



In each case the problem area was of current interest and was the subject of re-
cent literature. Little more than this -fact was stated to the groups initially. The
students were therefore left with the necessity of seeking the design problem as a
starting point.

Conduct of the Workshop

An important part of the Workshop's impact was to come through comparison
of how people with different backgrounds attack the same or different design situa-
tions. It was, therefore, of first importance to keep lines of communication open from
group to group and from -person to person. Each group met by itself in a separate
workroom with the services of the instructor available at all times. Individuals and
groups were free to communicate with one another and were encouraged to do so. In
addition, there was a joint meeting of all the groups at the end of each week to pre-
sent oral progress reports and to exchange information. This fostered a spirit of
competition without setting groups directly against one another. The housing of
students was arranged to promote easy communication in the evening hours; a sig-
nificant amount of -work was accomplished on this overtime basis.

The relationship of the faculty and students was not specified beforehand. Rather,
each instructor was encouraged to seek for himself the kind of mutual involvement
needed to make the design opportunity valuable in terms of its ultimate objectives.
Daily discussions were carried on between the Director and the instructors and there
was a free exchange of experiences among the faculty. The faculty members were
provided with office space in the same immediate area and this proved to be a worth-
while means of keeping the lines of communication open.

The instructors were alert, interested, and open-minded. Consequently, they
readily relinquished their traditional role of control of their groups in the interest
of the project and acted, instead, as guides and advisors. Sometimes they offered
suggestions which the students could accept or reject; sometimes they were the con-
science of the group; sometimes they represented the public. the profession, or the
client, to emphasize a point of ethics or responsibility. It was a healthy relationship
and the students reacted well to it.

In addition to the weekly progress meetings, the groups met jointly for guest lec-
tures and for a final report meeting on the last day of the Workshop. Each group
submitted a complete, written report of its total project. The instructors saw to it
that everyone shared in giving the oral progress reports, so each student was called
on at some tim:: to defend his views at a joint meeting. Otherwise, the groups were
free to organize as they saw fit and to distribute the work load according to their
own evaluation of their associates. It turned out that the variety of personalities
within the groups was fortuitous; many good arguments and discussions lasted far
into the night.

The general facilities at Carnegie, including laboratories, shops, computers, and
libraries, were made freely available to the students. In no case, however, were
any special aids employed which would not ordinarily be available on their home
campuses. The students were permitted and encouraged to make contacts with in-
dustrial, governmental, and academic sources for pertinent information. Some of the
groups arranged meetings with city and county officials and visited working installa-
tions in the area.
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Progress of One Group

It is impossible to deal with all of the projects here, but the experiences of the
group concerned with household trash can be considered as an example. This group,
under the supervision of Professor T. A. Terry, contained four mechanical engineers
and one aeronautical engineer; two students were undergraduates, two were newly
graduated, and one was a graduate student. Each of the five came from a different
participating school.

When the group was initially faced with the prospect of devising a proposal for deal-
ing with household trash, their first response was to "blue sky" the topic ineffec-
tually. Their second response was to find out something substantive about household
trash by going to the literature. This uncovered some real needs for dealing with the
problem, but it also pointed up extreme technical and socio-economic difficulties asso-
ciated with it. At this point frustration prevailed; it took careful handling to keep the
group from embracing the easy refuge of current practice. Gradually, obstacles were
cleared away and, although there remained an occasional tendency to retreat, a valid
appraisal of the problem unfolded.

An analysis of current practices was made in three areas: collection, transport, and
disposal. A classification of refuse was developed. The average composition of refuse
was considered, along with the characteristics which determine how trash is handled
in various localities. In short, an overview of the household trash disposal system and
variables was developed. To complete the data,the cost distribution of present methods
was examined. The group looked at future trends in refuse disposal, both from the
standpoint of predicted quantities and from the standpoint of suggested methods for
dealing with them.

Having defined the problem and examined a broad range of possible approaches,
the group reduced the alternative solutions to three. These were really extensions
of existing processes, but their choice was now a valid one it, view of the time con-
straints and the available data; it no longer represented a simple retreat from a dif-
ficult decision. The three proposals were then evaluated, basing judgment on a cost
analysis applied to an actual city suitable for use as a general model.

At this point the problem had been rendered tractable; the decision about which
proposal to pursue in depth could be made on a rational basis. Specifically, attention
was directed toward the design of a disposal-type of unit for home installation which
would accept the normal daily volume of trash, grind and flush it into existing sani-
tary sewers. Further work was directed toward the areas of feasibility, mechanical de-
sign, and public appearance.

The group made a careful investigation of the modifications which might be re-
quired in sewage lines and treatment plants. The idea of dumping ground-up refuse
into the existing sewage system was repeatedly challenged by the students in other
groups. The effect was goodthe household trash people extended themselves in order
to prove their contention. First they met with treatment plant officials of the Alle-
gheny County Sanitary Authority to get opinions about line capacities and overload
problems. Then they examined experimental data obtained by the Los Angeles Coun-
ty Sanitary Authority and by people interested in solids pipelines. Still not satisfied,
the group went to the laboratory and ran an actual experiment.
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They could find no information about how chopped tin cans and broken glass
might behave in a sewage line. To answer the question, they set up a model flow
channel and ran tests with solid materials of various sizes, shapes, and densities. Us-
ing parameters of average particle size, slope of the channel, and average linear ve-
locity of the flow, they established the limits of the flow, transitional, and no-flow
regimes. Their results indicated that metal chips should pose no special problem
when disposed of in a sewage line which handles other typical solids satisfactorily.

The mechanical design of a household unit was undertaken in the light of con-
straints developed by the group, since they felt that only a design study would de-
termine the feasibility of a home-sized unit. A reasonable machine was designed which
included some small but significant innovations having to do with safety. A sequence
of operations was evolved and the necessary control system was devised. Materials
were specified and complete weight and cost estimates were developed. Including a
water saving device and allowing for a reasonable profit for the manufacturer, the
price of the proposed unit was just under four hundred dollars, quite a realistic figure.

As the final step in their solution, the group considered problems having to do
with acceptance and public relations. Recommendations were made for introducing
the proposed unit in certain types of residential areas and for modifying associated
services appropriately. Comments were also made about publicity, centralized units,
and the time pattern conversion to the new scheme.

Reaction of Students

Most of the students (and faculty, too, for that matter) were surprised by the
Workshop, since they had expected to deal with relatively well-defined problems of ma-
chine design. On the whole the Workshop was considered a worthwhile experience,
with implications for their future work in engineering. Most pointed out that they
came to realize that the formulation of a design problem is a difficult matter not stressed
in their previous courses.

It is clear that the students were initially frustrated by the lack of structure and
by the open-ended characteristics of their problems. A few never quite recovered, but
the majority entered with good effect into the business of defining the problem and
making it tractable. As they went along, their confidence increased remarkably, and
with it their enthusiasm for the job at hand. At the end, a large majority of the
students expressed the opinion that unstructured problems can be used effectively in
design courses. About sixty per cent of the students favored long design problems
over short ones because more complete involvement is implied. There was general
agreement that with ordinary time constraints there should be some short problems
emphasizing particular factors but also a long project covering the whole design se-
quence. The point here is that the students recognized a need for being involved in
a complete design opportunity.

The majority of students were completely satisfied with their relationship to the
instructor during the Workshop, and with his role in the project. A few were quite
disturbed by the fact that the instructor brought no special competence to the group and
did not occupy the traditional seat of authority. Almost all of the students were well
pleased with the chance to work in a heterogeneous group. They particularly like the
vigorous exchange of ideas which kept individuals from stagnating.
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Conclusion

It is clear that the Workshop actually attained those of its objectives which
can be demonstrated promptly. Whether long-range value is achieved rests squarely
with the continued response of the faculty to the design experience.

The five instructors entered the activities of the Workshop with some trepidation.
One cannot state surely and completely what the effect of involvement will be. It
undoubtedly includes some insecurity rerzardinff successthey are professional men with
a professional sense of responsibility. It can be concluded firmly on the basis of valid
external indications, however, that the participating faculty did a remarkable, compe-
tent job, worthy of the highest commendation.

CASE INSTITUTE WORKSHOP

Introduction
J. B. Reawick
Case Institute

The Design Laboratory Workshop at Case was divided into two forms of partici-
pation. The entire group of students and faculty assembled almost every morning for
a series of lectures. In the afternoon they met in four separate design teams in rooms
equipped for design office functions. At a planning meeting in May, the four professors
from the visiting schools met with their faculty counterparts from Case Institute and
began to organize to attack four separate problems. These may be summarized as
follows :

Project Description

Design of a Laser Window
Tapping System

Design of a Thermally Regenera-
tive Fuel Cell

Design of a Miniaturized Low-
Pressure Transducer

Design of Medical Instrumenta-
tion for Metabolic Studies

Visiting Faculty Case Faculty

R. A. Wyant
Clarkson College

0. A. Arnas
Louisiana State Univ.

B. Webb, Jr.
University of Arkansas

J. N. Krueger
University of North Dakota

W. B. Johnson

J. C. Angus

C. K. Taft

J. B. Reswick

Eight Case junior students (seniors in 1965-66) were selected and divided among the
four visiting teams. The design teams quickly organized and subdivided the task into
parts for individual members. In each case the object was actually to build a device
to be evaluated. Hence, there was a good deal of scouting around for parts and mate-
rials in addition to doing calculations and drafting. Fairly extensive experimental
evaluation was possible in several projects.

On the last day of the Workshop final oral and written reports of the four groups
were presented to a jury composed of engineering managers from some Cleveland in-
dustries. The jury judged the projects on the basis of originality, presentation, and
engineering competence. The prize, a "Serendipper" mounted on a plaque, was won by
the Clarkson group for their laser window tapping project.
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The lectures consisted of a series on engineering synthesis, optimization, and deci-
sion theory. The visiting experts occupied two days out of each week.

A great deal of interest developed in the Case 1107 computer and the use of Algol
60. Following an expressed desire of the Workshop, arrangements were made for Pro-
fessor F. Way of the Computing Center to give a brief series of lectures on program-
ming with Algol 60. He was able in the space of a few hours to bring most of the
group to the point where they could run simple programs. He then arranged for the
facilities of the Computing Center to be made available to all members of the Workshop.
Several analyses relating to the design tasks were run on the computer.

Individual reports by the visiting faculty on their projects follow.

Design of a Laser Window R. A. Wyant
Tapping System Clarkson College

The object of this project was to design a system to detect and monitor noises in a
room. This was to be done by making observations of the vibration of a glass pane
in a window of the room. An original requirement of the project was to utilize a
beam of light from a laser as a means of observing this vibration from a distance.

A system was designed and constructed to split the beam of light from a gas laser
into two parallel beams a short distance apart and to project these perpendicular to the
window pane. The reflected beams were picked up and passed Through a modified
Michelson interferometer to give an interference pattern when there was a difference
in length of path traveled by the two beams. Vibration of the window pane produced
a minute flexure or bending of the glass, thereby producing a difference in the length
of path traveled by the two beams. The resulting interference pattern was analyzed
by means of a photomultiplier tube whose output was amplified and applied to either
a pair of headphones or a tape recorder. The system was tested by exposing the pane
of glass to various sounds, including the human voice and music, and recording the
output on tape. The tape was then played back for comparison with the original input
sound. The results were remarkably successful and indicated that the system was
functioning as predicted.

The most important example of creativity during the course of the project was the
conception of the idea of using two closely spaced parallel beams of light. By this
technique the difference in length of path traveled by the two beams ce'lld be less than
a half-wave-length of light, thereby producing a relatively simple change in interfer-
ence pattern which could be easily detected and interpreted. Greater differences in path
length produce more complicated changes in interference pattern. It was believed that
previous attempts to extract information from a vibrating window pane had failed for
lack of this idea.

The experimental work was limited to a "pane of glass" consisting of a back-sur-
faced mirror. A brief attempt to use an ordinary piece of window glass was unsuccess-
ful due to its low reflectivity and to the problem of reflection from both surfaces of
the glass. The work was also limited to a relatively short distance, above five feet
between the light source and the glass. While the technique developed in this project
may have distance limitations for "window tapping" purposes, it does show consider-
able promise as a means for detecting and evaluating the minute distortion ofa reflect-
ing surface.
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Due to lack of time the project proved to be more of an exercise in experimental
engineering than a "design problem." It did prove the technical feasibility, however,
of using a beam of light from a laser for "window tapping" purposes. The project
provided little opportunity for application of theories pertaining to decision making,
design, optimization, reliability, etc. Such opportunities would only come with contin-
uation of the project leading to a final design suitable for construction of a prototype of
a commercial model.

Design of a Thermally 0. A. Arnas
Regenerative Fuel Cell Louisiana State University

The project undertaken by the Louisiana State University was the design and con-
struction of a working model of a "Continuous Gas Concentration Cell as a Thermally
Regenerative Fuel Cell." Two subgroups were formed : one elected to use iodine and
lead iodide as their basic substances and the other used mercury and mercuric-mer-
curous chloride. The over-all objective was to give the students a chance to think crea-
tively and to design and build a working model to prove the energy conversion capa-
bility of cells of this type. The project was unusual in that it included concepts from
chemistry, electro-chemistry, thermodynamics, strength of materials, manufacturing proc-
esses, economics, and other design concepts. From this point of view, we believe that
the project fitted very well the objectives of the "Committee on Authentic Involvement
in Design."

The morning lecture sessions, arranged prior to the start of the Workshop, proved,
in general, to be of little immediate value to the participants. One reason for this
result is the fact that the students from L.S.U. were all sophomores, the youngest
group among the participants. The afternoon schedule was rather interesting. The first
few days were devoted to lectures by Dr. Angus on the electro- chemical and thermo-
dynamic aspects of the project. After this introduction, the group split into two sub-
groups and started the actual design of the cells. As an incentive to work harder, a
prize of $100 was offered to whichever group got the first working model. The stub
dents made much progress in actual design during the first week and a half, deciding
on materials to be used and the size of the model. However, this was followed by a
stagnant and frustrating week and a half in which the participants tried to obtain
needed materials, most of them exotic in their physical characteristics.

Acquisition of these materials had a lot to do with the end result of the project.
During this time, the students themselves manufactured the stainless steel parts of
their cells and waited in an unproductive fashion, in the sense of building of the
model, for the rest of the materials. While waiting, however, the report was started
so that it would be finished by the end of the four-week period. The final week was
interesting. Everyone was writing, machining, and trying to get everything put to-
gether. However, in the end the project was not completed due to the missing mate-
rials. One of the participants continued to work on this project through the remainder
of the slimmer.

We believe that a lot was accomplished in this short period of time, particularly
since the participants bad no previous knowledge of the technical aspects of the proj-
ect. During the Workshop, the faculty members acted as consultants. They were
available at all times for questioning, consulting, or any other help that the partici-
pants requested. In this way, the faculty gave the participants a chance to think for
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themselves, to make mistakes, and to learn by these mistakes. This could not have
been accomplished in any other way.

The result was that at the end of the four weeks, two models with certain pieces
missing had been built. As far as could be deduced at that time, both of these models
would work if completed. This has been confirmed by a recent report from Dr. Angus,
demonstrating, therefore, that the objective was almost totally attained.

Design of a Miniaturized, B. Webb, Jr.
Low-Pressure Transducer University of Arkansas

The primary objective of this design problem was to provide a vehicle for train-
ing in design methodology, using the medium of designing to satisfying a particular
need. In the development of miniaturized fluid control systems there is a need for low-
pressure transducers having specifications not met by commercially available devices.
The problem undertaken was the design of a miniaturized, low-pressure transducer
which would meet this need. The entire design procedure followed a typical design
methodology, beginning with the recognition of a need, stating the problem in terms
of specifications, investigating several known alternatives, deciding on the best of these
alternatives, making a preliminary design, analyzing and altering the preliminary de-
sign, and constructing and testing a prototype.

The size of the transducer was not to exceed a circular probe area with diameter
of 0.060 inch. The sensor was not to obstruct or disturb the fluid flow, thus limiting
its motion to a maximum of 0.001 inch. The pressure range was to be 0.0-0.2 p.s.i.
with a resolution of one part in one hundred. It needed to be sensitive to a band-
width of 0-5 kc. and have a d.c. signal read-out.

Several methods of detecting pressure were studied and the limiting factors noted.
Among those considered were : semi-conductor devices whose conduction characteristics
change under pressure; conductors whose resistance change with pressure; pressure-
sensitive dielectrics; and use of a deflecting diaphragm to control light hitting a photocell,
to control arc-breakdown, and, when used as one plate of a capacitor, to control spacing.

Of the methods of detection considered, the use of a metal diaphragm to form one
plate of a variable capacitor was chosen. The design began by determining deflection
characteristics of different types of thickness of metals. Having selected a particular
thickness of aluminum to give the most sensitive deflection without exceeding the maxi-
mum allowable, the variation in capacitance was calculated over the deflection range as
determined by the pressure range. The calculated capacitance change was very nearly
linear and of an amount sufficient to assure acceptable design of a detecting circuit uti-
lizing the variable capacitance. While no detection circuit design was realized within
the time period, different forms were considered, and an analysis was made for a
circuit using amplitude modulation with series resistance, inductance, and capaci-
tance. This type of circuit was determined to provide the best means of detection.

A diaphragm test set-up was arranged to measure static characteristics. The
change in capacitance over the frequency range was nearly linear and near the com-
puted variation. A dynamic analysis was made, but a test was not possible since
there is no known source of varying pressure of 5 kc. The preliminary design and
tests made indicated that a miniaturized, low-pressure transducer employing the vari-
able capacitor method could be obtained.



Design of Medical Instrumentation J. N. Krueger
for Metabolic Studies Univ. of North Dakota

The project undertaken by the Biomedical-electronics group was concerned with
instrumentation for the metabolic studies being conducted at Highland View Hospital
in Cleveland, Ohio. The problem was divided into three parts : transducer design, data
telemetering, and data acauisition.

The transducer problems were concerned with lead breakage between transducer
and telemeter transmitting due to movement of the patient, and with the development
of a more reliable transducer for detecting pulse rate.

The lead breakage problem was solved by designing a stretchable lead that could
be elongated to over 150 per cent of its original length without damaging the lead
wires contained therein. The transducer used to detect pulses for pulse rate measure-
ment was based on EKG signals received by conventional EKG electrode pick-ups. To
improve upon this, several different designs using various devices to detect pulse pres-
sure were investigated. All posed the same major problem : to distinguish between pulse
signals and random signals that were introduced by body movement. A barium titanate
crystal appeared to show promise as a detecting device, but due to the short time we had
for the entire project we could not obtain a full evaluation of the device.

The second part, data telemetering, necessitated an evaluation of the existing FM
transmitter-receiver system being used in the studies. Tests on this system as to its
accuracy, reliability, and ruggedness showed that it was entirely adequate and satisfac-
tory for the system.

The third part, data acquisition, involved designing a device to prevent jamming
of IBM data cards in the IBM 026 card punch machine recording the data. This was
achieved by designing and building a device that measured the cards going into the card
punch, and the cards coming out of the card punch. A logic circuit detected any differ-
ence in these two and sounded an alarm if a card entered the machine and did not come
out within a very short, predetermined time.

All three of the phases of the project were conducted simultaneously with all of
the results combined in a 36-hour test on one of our group as a "patient" at the end
of the workshop. This test proved that the system was workable and reliable and the
objectives of lead breakage, telemeter accuracy and reliability, and data card jam
warning system had been achieved.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE WORKSHOP
by

It. C. DEAN, JR.
P. T. SHANNON
S. R. STEARNS

The 1 upose of the Dartmouth Workshop was to acquaint the visiting faculty
with the philosophy and techniques employed by the Thayer School to teach engineer-
ing practice (i.e. design). Of particular concern was the regular sophomore course,
"Introduction to Engineering, ES-21."
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A clear separation between the Workshop and the sophomore course will be made
here. It is emphasized that the Workshop's purpose was to teach teachers. The
sophomore course, ES-21, was used by the Workshop as a living teaching experience.
Participants

During the Spring of 1965, six participants were selected from twenty-six
applicants.

DOUGLAS W. BRADBURY, Professor and Head, Graphics Department, Clem-
son University; MSE 1959; ten years teaching graphics and machine
design; consulting.

WILLIAM S. CHALK, Assistant Professor, General Engineering, Univer-
sity of Washington; MSME 1961; six years teaching freshman graphics
and design; seven years engineering practice; consulting.
MARSHALL M. LIH, Assistant Professor, Chemical Engineering, The Cath-
olic University of America; Ph.D. 1962; one year teaching chemical engi-
neering and transport phenomena; three years engineering practice;
consulting.

THORTON W. PRICE, Professor and Head, Mechanical Engineering, As-
sistant Dean, Arizona State University; Ph.D. 1952; twelve years teach-
ing thermodynamics, transport phenomena, and design; three years en-
gineering practice; consulting.

FREDERICK G. SHEPPARD, Instructor, Civil Engineering, Duke University;
BS 1957; one year teaching graphics and mechanics of materials; five
years engineering practice; consulting.

WILLIAM SHEWAN, Professor and Head, Electrical Engineering, Valpa-
raiso Unversity; MS 1952; eight years teaching electrical systems; one
year engineering practice; consulting.

Each participating faculty member brought four of his students. In all but two
cases, the faculty member taught a heterogeneous group of students, rather than those
from his own school.

Workshop Description

The most important objective of this Workshop was to provide a stimulating ex-
perience in the teaching of the totality of engineering with particular emphasis upon
creativity under real time, money, and practicality restraints.

There is and was no presumption that Thayer School's methods have universal
application. Rather they are examples of one method of teaching engineering prac-
tice. We and the participants fully realized that these methods must be modified and
sometimes replaced in other situations.

Another Workshop objective was to acquaint the participants with modern meth-
ods in engineering. This was done in two ways: first, by engaging the participants
in their own engineering project, ORIGO, directed by the Thayer School faculty, and,
secondly, by exposing them to a large number of experts and practitioners in various
branches of engineering and science. (Table I,)
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The Workshop ran for nine weeks. One week after the faculty, the students ar-
rived to concentrate on ES-21 for the regular eight-week summer term.

The method of operating the Workshop is a direct analogy to Thayer School's
methods of teaching design. The participants were completely responsible for the
teaching of course ES-21; they seemed particularly appreciative of this authority. And
just as they were expected to coach their student "companies," the Dartmouth faculty
coached the Workshop participants.

The visiting faculty met each day in executive session concerning the operation of
ES-21. Immediately thereafter a seminar was held with the Dartmouth faculty where
problems of teaching the course and design in general were discussed. An essential
part of our modus operandi was to criticize the teaching of the Workshop partici-
pants and their students' response.

Computers in Design

Optimization

Technical Entrepreneurship

Marketing Considerations
and Procedures
PERT and Methods of
Innovation
Contracts, and Patents
and Records
Organizational Politics

Engineering Planning in a
Large Organization
BASIC (instruction in
Dartmouth computer language)

Instrumentation
Military Systems Engineering

Computers in Engineering

Design, Practice and
Education

Teaching Creativity, Stimulating
Creativity in Practice, Legal arid
Economic Aspects of Engineering

Table ILecturers

Brice Carnahan, Professor of Chemical
Engineering, University of Michigan
Alvin 0. Converse, Associate Professor
of Engineering, Thayer School

*Ralph Crump, Vice President,
Frigitronics

*Kenneth Davis, Professor of Marketing,
Tuck School, Dartmouth College

*Robert C. Dean, Jr., Associate Professor
of Engineering, Thayer School

*Frederick D. Goode, Attorney at Law,
Manchester, N. H.

*Ed. J. Hegarty, Lecturer on Human
Relations in Management

*Frederick J. Hooven, Director, Research
Planning, Ford Motor Cumpan3r
Thomas E. Kurtz, Associate Professor in
Mathematics; Director Computation Cen-
ter, Dartmouth College
Sidney Lees, Professor, Thayer School
David F. Moyer, Head, Systems Analysis
Department, The Mitre Corporation
Paul T. Shannon, Associate Professor,
Thayer School
George N. Sou lis, Director, Institute of
Design, Associate Professor of Engineer-
ing, University of Waterloo
George A. Taylor, Professor of Engineer-
ing and Management, Thayer School
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Formulatioh8 of Information Theory;
Engineering Education; Thermodynamics
Cost and Market Surveys;
Corporate Finance
Technical Report Writing

Myron Tribus, Dean, Thayer School

Richard S. White, President,
Automation Engineering Laboratory, Inc.

*Donald R. Woods, Professor, Chemical
Engineering Department, McMaster
University

*also lectured to ES-21

ORIGO immersed the faculty in an engineering project made as realist': as pos-
sible. Most of the participants, and indeed most of the applicants for this Work-
shop, have had little responsible experience in industry. (We emphasize the word
responsible because only in such a position does a man come to appreciate the en-
tirety of doing engineering.)

ORIGO was completed during five and a half days of the second week with
a total time ..iput of 416 hours by nine men. Dartmouth faculty members served as
engineering managers; the six Workshop participants served as staff. The weighing
of hospitalized patients in bed was the human need to be resolved.

Intensive study of the problem and a market Burvey were carried out very rap-
idly by the staff. The local hospital provided direct observation, expert advice, and
economic data. By heavy reliance upon the telephone, many potential customers were
contacted all across the United States.

Because of the short time span, careful and detailed planning was required. The
project went through the usual steps: problem definitior Manning, specification, inno-
vation of alternatives, evaluation, selection, engineering analysis, experimentation, de-
tailed design, report preparation and presentation with all of the interactive loops of
a real project.

The staff presented the results before their ES-21 students and others, includ-
ing hospital administrators. The medical fraternity judged the results worthwhile, and
asked that the solution be carried to a finished product.

We believe that not only did this project effectively acquaint the Workshop par-
ticipants with the process of engineering, its vital factors, and the kinds of decisions
which must be made, but it also gave them a preview of exactly the sort of problems
their students would face in ES-21. The students, too, got a useful and timely preview
of what they had before them.

Each Workshop participant kept a notebook containing his personal notes and all
written communication with his students. Although the Dartmouth faculty intended
to criticize these notebooks each week, only one serious critique was made during
the sixth week of the course, due to understaffing.

Three Thayer School faculty were involved in this Workshop; Professors Dean
and Shannon were half-time and Stearns one-quarter time. We learned that two half-
time men are not equivalent to one full-time. We would recommend for the future
that one faculty member be involved full-time with nothing but the Workshop, sup-
ported by another half-time faculty member. We did not elect this scheme because
we did not want to emphasize the opinion of one man. However, the advantages of
a diversity of opinion were probably outweighad t practical disadvantages.
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The one extensive written critique made a major contribution to the Workshop.
It was followed by long conferences with each faculty participant which came early
enough so that he could make some alterations in his method of operation. These cri-
tiques ran to five pages on the average, requiring four to five hours of study and writ-
ing to prepare. Preparation of six critiques followed by six one- to two-hour confer-
ences was a full week's work.

The Guinea Pig Course ES-21
This course was first taught in 1962. Its intention is to provide beginning en-

gineering-science students with an awareness of their future profession, its manifold
scientific, technical, economic, organizational, and human aspects, and an understand-
ing of the relationship of their scientific education to engineering.

The specific course objectives are to provide:
1. an authentic experience in resolving a real human need in a useful way,
2. practice in inductive reasoning,
3. development of the courage and capability to attack problems without routine

answers,
4. creative opportunities,
5. practice in scientific problem solving,
6. practice in selection of appropriate analytical and experimental tools,
7. an opportunity to build and test hardware,
8. practice hi project planning and control,
9. practice in written and oral communication,

10. practice in use of information sources, and
11. an awareness of the non-technical aspects of engineering.
ES-21 commences with the statement of a human need. In the summer, 1965, the

need was for devices to enhance the mobility of the crippled.

The claF ,s organized into groups of four (twelve to fifteen regularly) students
called "comp. is." The faculty advisor served as a consultant rather than as a task-
master. He suggested possible approaches, methods of decision-making, organization,
sources of information; he instructed on technical matters when needed.

The first task of each "company" was to get organized. The next step was to
define carefully the problem which had purposely been stated vaguely. A proposal
was then submitted. When acceptable the "company" was "contracted" to continue
by a client firm made up of non-coaching faculty. The third step was to design a plan
of action involving the scheduling of activities, reservation of facilities, etc.

The fourth step was to carry out the manifold activities including: the gather-
ing of information, conception and evaluation of alternate solutions, choice of a system,
final design, construction, and testing of prototypes.

Each student reported on his work weekly in a detailed progress report which
was criticized, both technically and as a communication, by his faculty "consultant."

A final report was prepared by the group; parts were written by individual stu-
dents. The "companies" defended their solutions before their peers and a Board of
Evaluators composed of practicing engineers, business men, and experts its the prob-
lem subject.

A postmortem generalized the lessons learned by students and faculty.
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Results

While incidental to the Workshop, ES-21 worked out very well with non-Dart-
mouth students. The projects were unusually successful, probably because of the
larger effort per student (360 hours versus 150 during the regular academic year).
Several very promising devices were developed and tested, including practical curb-
climbing and transfer-board-arm attachments for wheel chairs, and a portable patient
hoist.

At the end of the Workshop, the participants answered a questionnaire from which
we draw the following comments:

1. They were positive (9.8/10) that attending this workshop was their most prof-
itable way to spend the summer.

2. The °RIG° experience was most valuable (10/10).
3. The daily seminar was not very effective (6.5/10).
4. Bringing one's own students to the Workshop was important (9.5/10).
5. In teaching design the use of a realistic project is vital (9.7/10).
6. The importance of authentic design courses compared to applied science

courses for undergraduate engineers was rated 7.8/10.
7. The first design course should be in the sophomore year.
8. The participants felt that about 54 % of an engineering faculty should be prac-

ticing engineers.
9. ES-21 was rated 9.7/10 in over-all effectiveness as an introduction to engineer-

ing.
10. The importance of the emphasis on economics in ES-21 was rated 9/10.
11. This Workshop program should be repeated (9.8/10).
12. They intend to start something like ES-21 at their college (9.3/10).
13. Finally the participants summed up, answering the question : How effective

has your entire Workshop experience been in :

a) improving your over-all ability to teach engineering practice? (8.6/10)
b) increasing your understanding of the totality of engineering? (9/10).
c) encouraging you to pioneer new educational methods at your own school?

(9.5/10).
d) increasing your emphasis on design in contrast to science in education?

(6/10).

Generalization and Recommendations

Concerning only the operation of future similar Workshops, we offer the follow-
ing comments:

1. The coaching host faculty must devote at least one-and-a-half full-time men to
six Workshop participants.

2. The principal host faculty member should do nothing other than direct and
coach the Workshop during its span.

3. Written critique followed by confere-nce with the participants is extremely val-
uable if done with care and sympathy, and parrticularly if done early enough
so that the participant may modify his behavior during the course of his
teaching.
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4. The Workshop is a very effective vehicle for rapidly communicating the meth-
ods and philosophies of a given institution.

5. One Workshop cannot display a universal approach to the teaching of design.
6. Direct involvement of the Workshop participants in teaching of a course is

critical to their learning.
7. A four-week Workshop is probably inadequate because it is impossible to teach

a real course in such a short time.
8. Workshops in Design Education should be continued.

M.I.T. WORKSHOP

by
R. W. MANN

Goals of the Program

The basic purpose of the M.I.T. Design Laboratory Workshop was the develop-
ment of faculty competence in design instruction, and the enhancement of their confi-
dence while doing so. In addition the effort was directed towards the design of a sopho-
more-level subject to coalesce those activities normally associated with either design sub-
jects or laboratory exercises.

A design subject should confront the student with a broadly defined goal and exer-
cise his ability to develop specifications for pertinent tasks and to innovate ideas (con-
cepts) for possible solutions. Tests and refinements of the concepts through processes
of visualization, mathematical modeling, and analysis follow. Finally the student must
specify, present, and defend his particular, solution. In undergraduate education, this
process is usually conducted entirely on paper.

By contrast, the primary role of the laboratory should be to confront the student
with nature, directly and experimentally.

Our Workshop undertook an integration and fusion of these traditional roles. Thus,
a criterion for student projects would require paper studies with graphical descriptions
and mathematical analyses combined with appropriate experimental investigations in-
cluding design of experimental apparatus and experimental procedures.

Optimum solutions to design goals are intrinsically interdisciplinary. This convic-
tioncoupled with the fact that sophomore-level students, even if they have identified
with an engineering department, have had little opportunity for course work exclu-
sively identified with that departmentmade mandatory an interdisciplinary theme
and a cross-department mix of faculty and students.

Engineering (and therefore design) is fundamentally a sometimes collaborative,
sometimes competitive endeavor. The engineer (and student) man learn to work
cooperatively as a team member toward a common goal while also explaining and
defending his approach in competition with alternative solutions.

Planning

To provide an appropriate source of projects and to bring about the sought-for
social interaction, the visiting host faculty at the Spring Planning Meeting decided on
a common theme to focus and integrate what would ultimately be a number of projects
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each undertaken by teams comprised of several students. Transportation Mobility in
High Population Density Regions, i.e., the Northeast Corridor, was chosen over other
themes dealing with oceanography, ecology, pollution, etc., primarily because transpor-
tation was deemed closer to the direct experience of the students.

Further pre-planning consisted Of:

defining a number of possible permutations of student groupings, varying size,
engineering disciplines, class, school of origin, and faculty advisors,
scheduling a tentative series of discussion and brain-storming sessions in which
the student groups would define the goals, concepts, and research tasks per-
tinent to the theme,
planning a set of short introductory laboratories,
setting out a list of possible lecture topics including the already scheduled visits
of the itinerant "design theory" experts.

Participants

Faculty applicants to our Workshop substantially exceeded our resources. Selection
criteria were derived from the over-all goals of the nationwide Workshop Program and
from the particular objectives of the M.I.T. program as set out above, resulting in the
selection of a

Professor of Electrical Engineering from the University of Oklahoma
Professor of Mechanical Engineering from the Davis campus of the University
of California
Professor of Mechanical Engineering from Bradley University in Peoria, Illinois
Professor of Agricultural Engineering from Purdue University

In addition to these NSF sponsored faculty, an instructor in Electrical Engineering
from, and sponsored by, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute was with us throughout the
program and assumed the same responsibilities as the other faculty. During the last
week of the Workshop a professor of Mechanical Engineering from Cornell joined us
and a Senior Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering from Cambridge University, Cam-
bridge, England, was with us during the second week.

The participating students were a mix of class, engineering fields, and schools,
including:

five mechanical engineering students who had completed their junior year,
one mechanical engineering student who had completed his sophomore year,
two agricultural engineers who had completed their junior year,
two agricultural engineers who had completed their sophomore year,
one civil engineering student who had completed his junior year,
one industrial engineering student who had completed his junior year,
eight M.I.T. students who had completed their freshman year.

Whatever their ultimate degrees in science, engineering, humanities, social science, man-
agement or architecture, all M.I.T. students have a common first year and need not
designate their departmental choice until as late as the junior year. Of the eight M.I.T.
students, two had indicated a prospective choice of Mechanical Engineering, while the
remainder were uncommitted.
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The Workshop Program
It is axiomatic that the outcome of an authentic design experience cannot be known

in advance. And in the same sense, the detail of the Workshop Program was subject
to evolution and alteration as the timing and relevance of different features came
under the scrutiny of experience. The planning items outlined above were arranged
into a well-delineated format for the first several days. Beyond this, the program,
except for the pre-scheduled visits of the itinerant "design experts," became more
vague. After the fact, however, the program as experienced provided a basis for com-
mentary on aspects of the program.

Design/Laboratory Integration
The theme posed a truly comprehensive problem obliging the students to define care-

fully the goals and criteria by which the satisfaction of the goals could be evaluated.
Their familiarity with transportation in its present various modes and the advantages
and limitations thereof greatly facilitated and reinforced their identifying and defin-
ing relevant aspects. This common base of experience subsequently helped (certainly
in no way inhibited) the "brainstorming" group discussions of the goals of transpor-
tation the first morning and alternate new approaches to travel in the growing mega-
lopolis the second morning.

The short but intense experience of small-group generation of ideas followed by
reports to general meetings led quite naturally into the third morning's taskstudents'
compilation of a great number (over 70) of possible research tasks. Through their
identification of these engineering-science-based research tasks, the students themselves
directly and naturally coupled a systems design experience with disciplinary subject
knowledge. And, by defining their own source of tasks and going on to design the equip-
ment and experiments to prosecute that task during the remaining three weeks, they
truly integrated a design and laboratory experience.

Introductory labs occupied the afternoons of the first week. The students were
assigned in groups of three to lab tasks pre-arranged as to topic, somewhat pre-arranged
as to equipment, but which left many implementation decisions to the students. In
prosecuting these labs the students became familiar with the lab space, facilities, and
staff, and they (and the faculty) developed the student-faculty advisor relationship
which would persist throughout the Workshop. And in presenting their introductory
lab results, the students experienced sharp, critical faculty (and fellow students') re-
view of the adequacy and clarity of their verbal and visual descriptions of their effort.

Thus, by the end of the first week the students defined a range of possible research
tasks and, through the introductory labs, had some direct experience with those phys-
ical and time constraints* which could guide their choice of task. The lab experience,
the growing student-faculty relationship, and the reactions to their lab presentations
provided the students with a concrete idea of what would be expected from them. The
self-selected groups of students then proceeded to define and refine research tasks
nine groups in all.

The goal-orientation of the theme demanded that the relevance of all aspects of
each research task be demonstrable. Ultimately, at the conclusion of the program, the
theme provided a cohesive matrix into which the nine separate investigations could be
integrated and evaluated.

* An economic restraint took the form of a maximum budget of $100 per research task; the actualaverage expenditure was a fraction of this.
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Interdisciplinary Character

The theme selection and the mix of professional orientations of faculty and stu-
dents ensured an interdisciplinary experience, attested to by the variety of research
tasks selected and performed by the students.

Student Interaction

The social aspects of the students' effectiveness were exercised and disciplined in
a variety of ways. The six-man "brainstorming" goals, concepts, and research groups
were faculty selected to represent mixes of schools, fields, and classes; their experience
was one of collaborative, reinforcing discussions followed by condensation and presen-
tation to the entire Workshop. The three-man Introductory Lab groups were also
assigned as deliberate mixes.

The longer tenure, research tasks groups were self-selected ; seven of the nine com-
posed of mixes of students from different schools.

Through both lab experiences, the group-brainstorming sessions, the several pre-
sentations, and the editorial functions which culminated in the student-prepared 200-
page final report, the students learned how to relate one to another, how to distribute
equitably a job among colleagues, how to combine individual and group outputs into
fluent, integrated presentations.

A number of opportunities, prior to the final presentation, were created to require
the students to present, debate, and defend their ideas, programs, and conclusions to
peer groups and to the faculty. These included the reports of the "brainstorming"
goals, concepts, and research sessions, reports on the Introductory Labs, initial definitive
and progress reports on the nine research tasks. The final presentation was completely
student-organized and conducted on a formal, professional level to an audience which
included experts from various aspects of transportation-related-research who had not
otherwise been involved in the Workshop.

Student Responsibility

Prior discussion herein stresses the extent to which the responsibility for making
decisions was thrust upon the students. Stripped of its particulars, every engineering
(design) venture reduces to this essentialan intertwined array of decisions which
must be rationally resolved so as to be consistent with the constraints of nature's laws
and best compromise society's desires and resources. In the Workshop the students
were responsible for discovering, defining, selecting, exploring, and integrating. The
several organizational arrangements provided opportunities for individual students to
assume various degrees of group leadership. A four-man student Editorial Board
assumed over-all coordination of the entire program. They started planning the final
report during the first week, augumented their membership as new tasks were defined,
worked out details of deadlines, editing, illustrating, and reproduction, and had a well-
organized, coherent, respectable 200-page report ready for distribution on the last
day of the Workshop!

The Role of Lecture

After the initial flurry of lectures of the first week, the time committed to
lectures decreased, especially if one excludes the lectures of the "design theory"
experts whose schedule had been pre-arranged. The justification of lecture in de-
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sign education depends upon the extent to which the material is appropriate and
timely to the project currently under student scrutiny. Pertinence may result from
particularly relevant content or from general information presented in a fashion directly
useful to the students' needs. The lectures on similitude, error analysis, and technical
report writing were good examples of direct relevance. Those on computer-aided design
and creativity were more general but were concretely illustrated with examples through
which the student could relate generalities with his particular experience. But even
pertinence palls as time passes and their own projects monopolize the students' valu-
able time. Then formal lecture must be dropped and available common meeting times
used either for individual or group effort or for general progress reports and critiques.

The Role of the Faculty
A perusal of the Workshop as described thus far highlights much student activity

and responsibility with little accentuation of the role the faculty played in the program.
This is as it should be if design education is, in fact, confronting and involving the
student in an authentic engineering situation.

However deliberately inconspicuous they may be, though, the presence of the faculty
is absolutely vital ; how they play their role is the prime determinant of the realizability
and efficacy of this sort of education. In fact, the fundamental reason for the Work-
shop program was the creation of opportunities for faculty to experiment with and
exercise themselves in student-involvement-based design.

From the outset the visiting faculty were established as the responsible advisors of
student groups in the brainstorming sessions, the introductory labs, the research tasks,
the editorial groups. The M.I.T. faculty acted only as consultants and back-up.

The faculty advisor's role is one of guide, provocateur, even agnostic, and inter-
mediator. He proposes goals, but then avoids delineating them, transferring leadership
as rapidly as possible to the students. As the momentum of their own interaction in-
creases, he maintains an open-minded, flexible position on student ideas but assumes
the role of questioner to force on the student that self-criticism which leads to clarity
of understanding. As student self-confidence mounts, faculty incredulity becomes more
insistent, perhaps to the point of openly wondering whether dramatically different
approaches might not be superior.

He encourages the ideas of reticent students lest their notions and confidence be
lost under the enthusiasm and forcefulness of natural leaders. When necessary, the
faculty becomes the intermediary between student and the "establishment" as, for ex-
ample, when schedules should be changed or equipment borrowed, and he arbitrates
between student and student, and student and system when irreconcilable situat. ns
occur.

The faculty role vis-à-vis the student is more of tutor, critic, even colleague, than it
is pedant or even lecturer.

In addition to the formal contacts of lecture and general meetings, and tl,e in-
formal exchanges of group meetings, lab discussions, and personal talks, thf
and M.I.T. faculty scheduled a regular discussion each afternoon for recapitui a and
planning of the Workshop, trouble-shooting, and technical and professional exchange.
As part of this, the visiting faculty were familiarized with a number of , xivemment-
and industry sponsored, faculty-supervised, graduate- and undergraduate- starfed research
and development projects in the Engineering Projects Laboratory.
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The Outcome
The Final Report

The limited space available herein precludes reporting details of individual student
group results or over-all Workshop performance. The 200-page report* prepared by the
students represents a surprisingly comprehensive and readable compilation of the re-
sults of the nine research task groups and of the goals, concepts, and research alter-
natives which posed the specific tasks undertaken. Research results are related back to
the theme and recommendations for further study are made.

The report also includes student appraisals of the educational goals of the Work-
shop program and their collective evaluation of its effectiveness in meeting these goals.
Appendices to the report include biographies of the faculty and students, student re-
ports on the Introductory Labs, notes on lectures, presentations, schedules, etc. Finally,
appended to the report are week-by-week summaries and critiques of the program
independently prepared by the visiting faculty.

The Research Tasks
A brief mention of the research tasks, however inadequate as descriptions of the

challenge-frustration, success-failure, experience-maturation of the students thus em-
ployed, can suggest the significance level of what was accomplished.

One group designed, built and tested (on a test facility of their own design and
fabrication) a polyphase linear, induction motor. Another team studied power trans-
fer from guideway to vehicle at speeds representative of truly high speed systems, with
electrical loads simulating representative power units, and including plasma as well
as sliding contact interfaces.

Another group studied the hazard to foundations near a subterranean right-of-
way due to shock and vibration transmitted through subsoil. They designed and built
an apparatus for evaluating the transmissibility of sand, including a suitable excitation
device and acceleration detectors.

Suspension problems of a vehicle-in-a-tube intrigued the largest number of re-
search groups. Optimum geometries for air-cushion support were studied by one
groupbalancing load carrying capacity against power consumed for air compression.
Another group studied the feasibility of using the forward motion of the vehicle, and
resultant stagnation of the incident air, as the source of pressurized gas suspension.
The best choice of guideway and vehicle cross-section to enhance lateral stability for
gas support absorbed the attention of a third group. A fourth suspension team experi-
mented with magnet support, built and tested successfully a greatly (overly) simplified
version and then failed dramatically on an elaborate version of their concept.

The fluid mechanics, and In particular the drag, of a vehicle in a tube, an as-yet
obscure field, was explored through similitude experiamits over a wide range of
speeds, vehicle-to-tube diameter ratios, vehicle length-to-diameter aspect ratios, and
vehicle leading and trailing geometry.

Finally, one group questioned whether switching vehicles in tubes at speed might
be done pneumatically, built and tested a rig which performed successfully but oppo-
site to their analytical predictions, and then had to reformulate their theory to fit reality.

* Within practical limits of staff and budget, individual copies of the document will be sent upon written
request to Professor Robert W. Mann, Department of Mechanical Engineering, M.I.T.
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Epilogue

The educational outcome of the Work shop is attested to by the tangible research
report and by the more important enthusiasm, accomplishment,* and concomitant
self-confidence exhibited by the students and faculty. The students themselves were
the instigators and implementors of a significant and authentic engineering endeavor
and the faculty demonstrated to themselves their competence in effectively discharging
their vital role in engineering education.

From the point of view of sophomore-level design laboratory subject design, the
outcome was revealing and reassuring. Sophomores are less inhibited than their upper-
class colleagues in enthusiastically embarking on ambitious themes and they display
no disciplinary bias. However, they must be encouraged to match their limited tech-
nical knowledge to appropriate investigations where they can acquire the essential
background rapidly. The guiding faculty assumes a special responsibility in anticipat-
ing regions of ignorance on the part of the students and providing appropriate re-
source information and tutoring if necessary. A student-faculty ratio not exceeding
1:12 seems manageable.

Grading** was no problem at all. By the end of the Workshop the faculty had a
surfeit of information on each student to provide the basis of a fair and equitable
grade.

Extrapolation of the four week full-time Workshop to an equivalent one of four
subjects during a 15-week semester poses some problems. On the one hand, the
unalloyed concentration and ready accessibility of the faculty and fellow students, many
of whom lived on campus in one of the dormitories, cannot all be carried over to the
regular semester. On the other hand, the incessant tempo of the Workshop left little
time for reflection and cogitation and unmercifully compressed the analyses, equipment
design, and experimental phases of the investigation, in some cases unduly precipitating
the fabrication of equipment. The more leisurely pace of a regular semestez would
permit a better distribution of effort.

On balance, the prospects for such a sophomore subject looks promising and one
based on this Workshop experience will be offered to all M.I.T. sophomores, irrespec-
tive of department, in the spring of 1967.

* One interesting manifestation of this was the removal by several students of their research apparatus
back to their home campuses for further work.
** M.I.T. and visiting students received grades and 12 hours of M.I.T. credit for their Workshop per-
formance.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY WORKSHOP
by

R. F. STEIDEL, JR.
The Division of Mechanical Design of the Department of Mechanical Engineering,at the University of California, Berkeley, has developed a comprehensive graduate pro-gram in Mechanical Design in line with the role of the University in the state systemof higher education in California. Although the development of this program hasbeen the direct result of deliberate efforts by the University to establish firm graduateareas of study, the Mechanical Design staff i convinced that engineering design edu-cation can best be accomplished at the graduate level.
The academic program in Mechanical Design at the University of California,Berkeley, has five main areas:
1) Mechanical Design
2) Mechanical Control
3) Mechanical Behavior of Engineering Materials
4) Experimental Mechanics
5) Metal Processing

The Workshop was directed toward the first three subject areas.
The format of the Workshop was a series of lecture-seminars by the staff in themorning followed by the review and discussion of mechanical engineering projects inthe afternoon. The Case Study method was applied to review projects, with the ob-ject of establishing the criteria on which basic design decisions were made. The proc-ess of synthesis in engineering design was examined as it bears on each project.

Philosophy

The guest experts were scheduled to lecture for four hours in the mornings of twosuccessive days. This interrupted the pattern of lectur'- seminars by the regular staff,but did not interrupt the afternoon discussions. In our schedule, Dr. Smith, of Ser-endipity Associates, arrived at Berkeley during the first week, and his lectures werevery valuable in awakening the design process in the Workshop participants. Dr.Schmit and Prof. Coons arrived at the end of the second and the beginning of thethird weeks, respectively, when the format of the Workshop was well established.The visit of Mr. Prince occurred at the end of the Workshop while the participantswere writing and revising the Case Studies. As a result, the lectures of Mr. Princewere informative but did not affect cur Case Studies.
To introduce the subject of Case Studies, Dr. Fuchs, Dr. Pefley, and Mr. Vespereach discussed a Case Study on which he had worked. The degree of student partici-pation varied. This introduction lasted for the first two weeks of the Workshop.At the beginning of the third week the student participants were placed in groupsunder the guidance of one of the faculty participants and each group visited a prese-lected industrial site. Our objective was to develop a Case Study within the timeremaining at the Workshop.

Workshop Staff and Faculty Participation
The Workshop staff consisted of the four faculty from the University of California.Although all four were involved in the lecture-seminars, only two, Professors Steideland Costanza, were involved in the Case Studies.
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Staff

Professor Robert F. Steidel, Jr., Director
Mechanical :Design

Professor James L. Costanza
Mechanical Control

Professor Joseph Frisch
Mechanical Design

Professor Frank E. Hauser
Mechanical Behavior of Engineering Materials

Faculty Participants

Professor Henry 0. Fuchs

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Stanford University

Professor William C. Monday
Mechanical Engineering Department
Kansas State University

Professor Richard K. Pefley
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Santa Clara

Professor Robert S. Vail
Department of Aerospace

and Mechanical Engineering
The University of Arizona

Student Participation

The students selected to participate in the Workshop from the Berkeley campus
were candidates for the Master of Engineering Degree and their participation in the
Workshop partially fulfilled the requirements for that degree. All students enrolled
in the Workshop were allowed to enroll in the first summer session for three units
of credit in course Mechanical Engineering S 298, Master of Engineering Seminar,
provided that they were bona fide graduate students in mechanical engineering. Stu-
dents selected from institutions other than the University of California, Berkeley, were
expected to be matriculating for a graduate degree at that institution.

Twenty-three students participated in the Workshop. Of these, twenty-one were
graduate engineers and two were senior undergraduates in Mechanical Engineering.
Of the twenty-one graduates, nine had completed the Bachelor's degree in June of 1965.
The remainder were in the midst of graduate work leading to an advanced degree,
Four from the University of Cailfornia had completed all of the requirements for
the Master of Science degree except for the completion of an engineering project
and had received permission to use the preparation of a Case Study in lieu of com-
pletion, of a thesis. One man was in the final year of his program for a Doctorate.

Nineteen students were graduates of Mechanical Engineering courses. One was
a graduate in Civil Engineering and one was a graduate in Electrical Engineering.
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Participants

University of California

Mr. John Brewer
Mr. D. C. Chiang
Mr. R. C. Desai
Mr. R. M. Desai
Mr. Keshab Dutta

University of Arizona

Mr. Jay Abramowitz
Mr. James K. Needham

Kansas State University

Mr. Ramgopal Battu
Mr. Thomas Eagles

Stanford University

Mr. John Alic
Mr. Allan Krauter

University of Santa Clara

Mr. R. A. Becker
Mr. E. W. Mabie

Case Studies

Mr. A. K. Goyal
Mr. Anwar-ul Karim
Mr. N. M. Sevak
Mr. A. R. Vora

Mr. Rex W. Shumway
Mr. Kenneth Steffan

Mr. Riehard Leung

Mr. Oivind Lorentsen

Mr. E. C. Matis, S. J.
Mr. G. J. Scatena, Jr.

Eight Case Studies were prepared by the students participating in the Workshop.
The students were divided into groups of three and four. Preference was given to those
from a specific school who wished to remain together.

The students were introduced to the case which they were to study on Monday after-
noon, June 28. They were allowed several days to digest their thoughts about this
visit. On Wednesday afternoon, June 30, the entire Workshop made a site visit to
the Hydrogen Bubble Chamber of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. This was
studied as a project in engineering design by a group of three g---luate students
in the spring semester. The report was made available to all. On .Thursday after-
noon the student participants were released to work on the Case Studies.

On Thursday afternoon, July 8, each group presented their results orally to the
Workshop. On Friday morning written drafts were submitted. The following Case
Studies were prepared :

I. "An Automatically Controlled Experimental Test Facilitr at the Rucker Company,
Oakland," Part I

Faculty Supervisor:

Student Participants:

Professor J. L. Costanza
University' of California, Berkeley

Mr. J. Brewer Mr. R. M. Desai
Mr. D. C. Chiang Mr. N. M. Sevak
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I

2. "An Automatically Controlled Experimental Test Facility at the Rucker Company,
Oakland," Part II

Faculty Supervisor : Professor J. L. Costanza
University of California, Berkeley

Student Participants: Mr. J. Brewer Mr. R. M. Desai
Mr. D. C. Chiang Mr. N. M. Sevak

3. "Liquid Level Control at the Quality Casting System Company, Berkeley"

Faculty Supervisor : Professor Robert F. Steidel, Jr.
University of California, Berkeley

Student Participants: Mr. R. Battu
Mr. K. Dutta

Mr. A. Karim
Mr. A. R. Vora

4. "Liquid Level Detection at the Quality Casting System Company, Berkeley"

Faculty Supervisor : Professor W. C. Monday
Kansas State University

Student Participants: Mr. R. C. Desai Mr. A. K. Goyal
Mr. T. W. Eagles Mr. R. H. Leung

5. "Development of the Parallel Groove Clamp Tool"

Faculty Supervisor : Professor R. P. Vail
University of Arizona

Student Participants: Mr. J. Abramowitz
Mr. J. Needham

Mr. J. Shumway
Mr. K. Steffan

6. "Preliminary Study for the Design of a Probe to be Used in Determining the
Thermal Properties of the Soil"

Faculty Supervisor : Professor Richard K. Pettey
University of Santa Clara

Student Participants: Mr. R. A. Becker
Mr.. E. W. Mabie

Mr. E. C. Aatis, S.J.
Mr. G. J. Scatena, Jr.

7. "A High Acceleration Centrifuge at, the Rucker Company, Oakland"

Faculty Supervisor: Professor H. 0. Fuchs
Stanford University

Student Participants: Mr. O. Lorentsen Mr. A. Krauter

8. "The Design of a Tapewriter at Dymo Industries, Berkeley"

Faculty Supervisor: Professor H. 0. Fuchs
Stanford University

Student Participant: Mr. J. A. Alic
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Lectures

The lectures given by the Berkeley staff formed an important component of theWorkshop program. To complete the description of the Berkeley session the lecturetopics are listed below, in order given and with some indication of their content.
June 14

introduction and Objectives of the Workshop in Mechanical Design. (S) *
Formalizing the Process of Design. An introduction to the process of designwhen viewed as an iterative procedure, employing both analysis and synthesis
techniques. The basic motivation for dealing with abstractions (mathematical)of physical system components will be discussed. (C)

June 15

Some Particular Types of Abstraction. The development of models for physical
systems which are sufficiently accurate as to allow the prediction of operating
characteristics. Model methods and their present limitations. (C)

June 16

Integrated Systems. A continuation of the June 15 seminar with the logical re-sult being an assessment of those factors which determine the conditions for which
an interconnection of physical systems has a stable operating characteristic. (C)

June 17

Structure of Metals, Polymers, and Ceramics. Atomic bonding; ionic, covalent
and metallic crystals; molecular solids, elastic properties. (H)
Time and Frequency Domain Analysis. Here are developed two particular ab-stractions which are suitable for design application when the relevant system
performance factors are expressed in either the time domain (i.e., transient over-shoot) or frequency domain (i.e., system bandwidth).

Optimization of Central Power Systems for Cost. (S)

June 18

Imperfections in Crystals. Vacancies, dislocations, grain boundaries; diffusion;
plastic deformation; effect of temperature and deformation rate on mechanical
properties. (H)

Systems of Automatic Control. Application of the previous topics to the designof an automatic control system. Prime mover selection, instrumentation, and
controller action will be discussed. (C)

Introduction to Optimization and Reliability in Design. General revievi of basicconcepts of statistics. Gaussian, Weibull and exponential distributions, densityfunctions, hazard rate. (F)

* The letter in parenthesis following each lecture description, C, F, H, or S, refersto the lecturer, Professor Costanza, Frisch, Hauser, or Steidel, respectively.
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June 21
Imperfections in Crystals (continued) (H)

Graphical and Mathematical Methods for Determining Confidence Levels for Gaus-
sian and Exponential Distribution Functions. Application to design information.
(F)

June 22
Alloying. Solid solutions, precipitates, and binary phase alloys; effect of alloy-
ing on mechanical properties. (H)

Application of Variance Theory to Mechanical Design and Product Performance.
(F)
Optimization of Central Power Systems for Performance. (S)

June 23
Optimization of Central Power Systems for Performance. (S)

Use of Statistical Information in Developing Failure Pattern Models and Factors
of Safety. Outline of optimizing equations for mechanical elements under normal,
redundant, and incompatible specifications. (F)

June 24
Application of Two- and Three-Dimensional Variation Diagrams to the Optimization
of Mechanical Elements. (F)

June 25
Reliability Concepts, Failure Modes, and Reliability Functions. Wear out and
chance frilures. (F)

June 28
Reliability of Series, Parallel and Mixed Systems. Application of Poisson distri-
bution and Bayes theorem. (F)

June 29
Reliability of Stand-by Systems and Redundancy in Time Dependent and Time In-
dependent Situations. (F)

June 30
System Performance. The relevant factors of system operation discussed as they
relate to the selection of meaningful criteria of performance. Specific examples
drawn from the areas of process control positioning servomechanisms, and space-
craft attitude control. (C)

Feasibility Predictions and Reliability Allocations. Influence of equipment mainte-
nance and availability. (F;

July 1
System Optimization. (1) Static optimization via the theory of ordinary maxi-
ma and minima. Linear programming methods and a simplified version of Bell-
man's dynamic programming will be discussed in connection with system param-
eter optimization. (C)
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Fatigue, Fracture, and Creep. Fundamental mechanism governing fatigue, brit-tie and ductile fracture, high and low temperature creep. (H)
July 2

System Optimization. (2) Dynamic optimization in the context of minimizing achosen performance index which defines a penalty (cost) function during tran-sient modes of system operation. (C)
Fatigue, Fracture, and Creep. (Continued) (H)

July 6
Sensitivity Analysis. The interplay between a degraded component and overallsystem performance. A basic introduction to the "after design" aspects of mal-function detection and diagnosis. (C)
Principles of Material Selection. Carbon steels, low alloy steels, Al alloys, Cualloys, Mg alloys, "exotic" materials; modification of mechanical properties byheat treatment. (H)

July 7

Computation in Design. The basic modes of computation as they relate to thedesign process. Analog and digital techniques are discussed in the context ofaiding in the development of prototype systems. (C)
Principles of Material Selection. (H)

U.C.L.A. WORKSHOP
by

A. B. ROSENSTEIN
W. B. HEINZ

Engineering DesignOne School's View

Engineering 4B at U.C.L.A. is a second semester, freshman year, lecture-laboratoryEngineering Design course. It is part of the single, unified undergraduate curriculumthat is taken by all engineering students to obtain their B.S. in Engineering. Thecourse is part of a Design Sequence that has been planned to meet the professionalneeds of the future practicing engineer.
In this context, Design has been taken to mean the overall process that beginswith a recognition of a need and ends with the disposal of waste products and the re-tirement of the worn out or obsolete device. Design itself has been defined as an "itera-tive decision-making process to conceive and implement systems to optimize the valueof society's resources."

The major needs of the engineering students that Engineering 4B attempts to sat-isfy are twofold:

1. to prepare students for their future careers as professional engineers who will
carry collectively the responsibility for a vital sector of our societynamely, the
physical environment in which that society lives and the physical resourceswhich it employs, and
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2. to offer the students a comprehensive view of engineering and to relate each
facet of their education to their careers as engineers.

The constraints that act to limit and often eliminate professionally oriented courses
for the undergraduate curriculum are important and must be understood. Four that
apply to Engineering 4B are worth listing:

1. the limited engineering, science, and mathematics preparation of the undergrad-
uate and particularly of the frefikianan,

2. the increasing pressure on the undergraduate program for more science and
mathematics,

3. the rapid changes in technology that tend to make obsolete specific material,

4. the limited number of years available for formal higher education.

Since a set of universal truths that would govern all of Engineering Education
has not yet been accepted in all quarters, we have assumed a hierarchy of "truths"
which in turn form the foundations of our design program. Engineering 4B is based
upon the following six assumptions :

1. We assume that design in its broadest sense is the essence of engineering.

2. We assume that the discipline of Engineering Design possesses a logic and a
methodology. In this sense, design is analogous to mathematics which in itself
consists of logic and methods. Mathematics, we must remember, is not a science.
As Bertrand Russell has stated, "There are no truths in mathematics."

3. We assume that the logic and methodology of design can be described.

4. We assume that the design process can be taught. The design process may be
compared to a forest. It possesses an overall form composed of various areas
that are linked by well-defined trails. Professor Asimow has called this structure
the Morphology of Design. At the same time, the structure is composed of
elements which are repeated over and over again. Professor Rosenstein has
called the elements of the design process that are repeatedly employed, the
Anatomy of Design. We have assumed that it is important for the engineering
student to be thoroughly familiar with both the Morphology and the Anatomy
of Design.

5. We assume that the design process should be introduced at the beginning of
the engineering student's undergraduate program and threaded throughout the
four years. This is consistent with the presentation of the methods of mathe-
matics which are also introduced in the freshman year and exercised throughout
the four years.

6. We assume that teaching the design process without a design laboratory experi-
ence would be a futile exercise. Conversely, a design laboratory experience
without the benefit of a coherent presentation of the design process would be
repudiation of the responsibility of educators to organize and generalize man's
knowledge and experience for greater understanding and insight.

The corollary assumptions of Item 6 are particularly important since they clearly
point to the main purpose of the summer design Workshops. Our colleagues in Mathe-
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matics and Science have done a superb job of developing sophisticated mathematical
models to describe and manipulate the great generalizations they have produced to
explain the behavior of the physical world. The usefulness and power of these methods
and generalizations demand their place in the engineering curriculum. Professional
courses will be able to maintain their position in the same engineering curriculum
only to the extent that the methods and generalizations of the design process are as
powerful and useful as their competitors'.

Learning by doing is an important part of the educational process. However, the
student cannot discover for himself in the laboratory all of man's accumulated knowl-
edge. His professors bear the responsibility for continuously seeking the most powerful
methods and the most penetrating generalizations, and for making them available to
students. The engineering professor's responsibility for the formalization of design
methodology is certainly as great as his responsibility for the transmittal of a well-
integrated understanding of mathematics and science. The teaching of design simply
through vicarious laboratory experiences is patently too inefficient and too demanding
of the student to be practical. The ideas of engineering design are quite sophisticated.
We cannot expect the student to develop more insight and more useful generalizations
in design on his own than he can in mathematics or science where the generalizations
have been carefully collected.

We have assumed that Design is the essence of Engineering and that the design
process can be described by the Morphology and Anatomy of Design. Again we note
that the Morphology identifies a detailed sequence of phases, while the Anatomy pre-
sents the basic steps in the process which are repeated over and over again in each
of the phases of the Morphology.

Professor Asimow describes the Morphology of Design in seven phases that follow
after a primitive need has been recognized.

Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV
Phase V
Phase VI
Phase VII

Morphology of Design

Feasibility Study
Preliminary Design
Detailed Design
Planning for Production
Planning for Distribution
Planning for Consumption
Planning for Retirement

Each phase in turn is composed of a number of steps that lead to a decision or
series of decisions that form the outcome of the phase.

Professor Rosenstein has collected the basic steps in each phase of the design mor-
phology into the anatomy in order to gain a better understanding of the fundamental
methods, knowledge, and skills that the engineer requires to efficiently discharge his
design responsibilities.

Anatomy of Design

1. Identification of needs (needs analysis)
2. Information collection and organization
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3. Identification, modeling and statement of variables and parameters
a. Inputs
b. Outputs
c. Transforming means
d. Constraints

4. Criteria developmentvalue system to determine the best
5. Synthesis of feasible alternatives using criteria of

a. Physical realizability
b. Economic worthwhileness
c. Financial realizability
d. Producibility
e. Reliability
1. Maintainability

6. Test, evaluation and prediction (analysis)
7. Decision making
8. Optimizationto obtain the best of the feasible
9. Communication, implementation and presentation

10. Iteration

The Anatomy provides another way of reviewing the content of a curriculum. For
instance, if Design is always an "iterative, decision-making process," we might wonder
if all engineering students shouldn't have an introduction to modern Decision Theory
in their required undergraduate program.

If the proposed structure along with the Anatomy of Design does indeed give a
good description of the material that the engineer must master, then the reasons for
many existing courses in engineering curricula becomes clear and the lack of others
becomes obvious. We would turn to the social sciences and humanities to understand
the constraints that society places upon our engineering designs and also as a source
of the value system, we must develop in order to optimize these designs.

Studies in the physical sciences and life sciences give an understanding of the con-
straints that nature places upon our material and energy resources. Information is
now recognized as a resource and a commodity. Courses are beginning to be required
of engineers in information theory, communications, and machine information process-
ing (computer theory). The lack of courses dealing with space or people as resources
is quite noticeable.

The methods of analysis needs of the engineer are well served by this preparation
in mathematics. Laboratory courses should prepare him to utilize the methods of experi-
mentation. The lectures of the Design courses offer the student an understanding of
the methods of design. The design laboratories should allow him to develop some skill
in design and the application of the design methodology.

The details of the material presented in Engineering 4B are given below. Briefly,
the course serves as an introduction to Engineering Design. The complete design
process is described in terms of the Morphology and Anatomy. The first three phases
of the Mo..phology are explored in detail and carried out in the laboratory through
at least the Preliminary Design, In terms of the elements of design tested in the
Anatomy, lecture-laboratory hours are largely devoted to need analyses, communica-
tion, syntheses, modeling, and optimization.
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The level of the Engineering 4B lectures and laboratory projects must, of course,be geared to preparation of the students. It is obvious that the mathematical and
physical background of freshmen students is limited. However, if anything, their
creative talents seem to equal or exceed those of older students. Since the course is
concerned with the presentation of a methodology, it is not necessary to call upon sys-tems requiring sophisticated models to explain the design methodology.
Content of the Workshop

The U.C.L.A. Workship program comprised basically the presentation of the course
Engineering 4B, "Introduction to Design." Substantially its full content was presented
during the four weeks of this workshop. The forenoons were principally devoted to
lectures, and the afternoons to group work on projects, cooperatively chosen by stu-dents and professors. Each professor worked only with those students from his own
school.

The "principal" 4B lectures were delivered usually by Ben Ostrofsky, who elab-
orated upon the design morphology as set forth by Asimow* and expanded by Wood-
son.** Communication lectures were based upon the work of Rosenstein.*** The
visiting professors attended all the lectures, which they were thus able to interpret,
expand upon, and apply during the afternoon lab sessions with their students.

Four formal reports were required during this course. These consisted, as men-
tioned in the Course Description, of a Project Proposal, a Feasibility Study, a Prelim-
inary Design Report, and a Detailed (Final) Design Report. The general philosophy
of the sequence was to simulate a real situation in which the engineering was performed
and presented to management for decision about commitment of manpower and funds
for the next steps.

Substantial amounts of student and faculty time were devoted to defining objectives,
to Mathematic Modeling, to developing of Criterion Functions, and to Optimization.
These subject areas were used as bases for digital computer experience.

Considerable stress was applied to techniques for constructing and using mathe-
matical models for identifying optimum combinations of project parameters in rather
abstract form before alternative physical concepts had been advanced far enough to
make comparisons among them. Much time was spent in constructing numerous com-
binations of possible design pa.ameters and corresponding value weighings, and in com-
puter summing of their products into numerical values of a criterion function. The
optimum design approach was then regarded as that producing the maximum value
of the criterion function.

Attached is the course outline upon which the Workshop was based.
The course provides two hours per week' lecture on design methodology and the

tools of information retrieval, synthesis, math modeling, giaphics, computer program-
ming, and communication. In addition there is a three-hour lab period per week for the
prosecution of a student project, the vehicle and the measure of the course. Under the
close guidance and counsel of a professionally oriented instructor, the student validates

* Asimow, M., Introduction to Design, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962.
** Woodson, T. T., Introduction to Engineering Design, Engineering 4B Syllabus, U.C.L.A. Printingand Production. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York available July 1966.)
*** Rosenstein, A. B., R. R. Rathbone, W. F. Schneerer, Engineering Communications, Prentice-Hall,Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964.
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needs and proceeds through a feasibility study, a preliminary design and a detail de-
sign, terminating with a prototype or partial implementation. While engaged in his
design, the student writes three- to ten-page monthly progress reports and is individually
counselled by an editor on his communication effectiveness. The IBM-1620 computer
is taught by auto-instructional material written for the purpose and the computer lab
is run "open shop." About half of the students put their design alternatives on the
computer in selecting their "ontimum" design. Individual oral presentations of the
projects close the course.

Course OutlinedU.C.L.A.--Engineering 4B

Week Lecture and Discussion Topic

1. The Engineer and Design; Science vs. Engineering; Information Sources anti
Interpretation

2. Problem Solving in Design; The Design Process-Morphology

3. CommunicationSender Receiver; Channel Diagram
CommunicationStarting the Technical Report

4. The Design Process; Anatomy-Needs Analysis ; Computers. (General Homework
Due: Proposal Report)

5. Computers: Programming; Free Hand Sketching; Isometrics; (General Home-
work Due: Computer Problem No. 1)

6. Fundamentals of Orthographies : The Point, Auxiliary Plane, True Length, Point
View of Line. (By means of auto-instructional text.)

7. Edge View, True Size, True Angle, Piercing Point, Intersections

8. Feasibility Study--Input/Output Analysis; Alternative Solutions; Creativity
(Patents) ; (General Homework Due: Feasibility Study Report)

9. Estimation and Order of Magnitude Analysis ; The Engineer and Money: Guest
Engineer from Industry

10. The Preliminary Design; Math Modeling; Variety of Models: Iconic, Analog,
Symbolic

11. Symbolic Modeling; Formulating the Criterion Function ; Sensitivity and Com-
patibility Analysis

12. Optimizing: Subjective, Graphic, Analytic

13. Digital Computers and Design ; Engineering Checking; (General Homework Due :
Preliminary Design Report)

14. The Detail Design: Revision, Implementation; Oral Communication--Visual Aids

15. Guest Engineer; Review; (General Homework Due: Detail Design [and proto-
type if any]
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE WORKSHOPS
by

P. Z. BULKELEY

Funds for a "reporter-editor" were provided in the Commission's portion of the
Workshop budget. His task, envied by few, was to prepare the final report of the
Workshops (these Proceedings) with editorial comment based on visits to the host
schools and talks with workshop participants.* This section, then, of the Proceed-
ings is the editor's overview of the entire operation, comprising planning meetings,
Workshop sessions, and Carnegie Conference. It is gleaned from endless hours of
listening and probing, from volumes of correspondence with Workshop participants,and from tape recordings made of the terminal conference.

The Workshops--A Comparison

It is evident, from reading tilt Workshop descriptions, that no two were alike.
Instead, each reflected the environment peculiar to its host institution, and the biases
ingrained in its staff. ''deed, it is remarkable that six activities outwardly so different
from one another could find a common home under the banner of "Authentic Involve-ment." Before seeking the common thread wound through all of the Workshops, con-
sideration of their external differences is in order.

To start with, actual designing was not the main activity at each Workshop.
Berkeley, for example, concentrated most of its time on the study of engineering casesand in their preparation. At Case a great deal of time was spent in building and
experimenting and checking-out--more of development than of devising.

The basic approach to the designing done differed markedly from school to school.
At U.C.L.A. a formally structured programming of the design process was overseer
of the daily routine. Dartmouth devised an entrepreneurial flavor by requiring total
project planning at the outset and by stressing continuous attention to the economic
consequences of design alternatives. The M.I.T. program was goals orientedmeth-
odology was not explicitly imposed.

The posture of the faculty vis-à-vis the students varied markedly. The coach-con-
fidant role espoused by the Dartmouth faculty was adopted by some of the participants
at each Workshop, though not by all (even at Dartmouth). Classical trans-lectern re-
lations between teacher and student usually prevailed at those Workshops having a
substantial component of formal lecture, as at Berkeley, for example.

The M.I.T. experience best answered the questionshould students work singlyor in groups? It obviously depends on the job at hand. Ambitious tasks are better
handled by groups while simple ones can be prosecuted successfully by single students;
however, the best mix of classes, disciplines, and schools showed much variation from
Workshop to Workshop. At Berkeley, U.C.L.A., and Case each visiting faculty member
worked with his own students.** Some also did at Dartmouth, but other groups were
mixed.

* Each host school was visited twice once before the Workshop started (at two schools this was duringthe plannirz meeting), and once while the Workshop was in session.
** Augmented in the Case Workshop by students from Case.
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No artificial categorizing can completely describe the basic differences found in
the projects undertaken at the Workshop. At Case and M.I.T. the projects were
strongly oriented toward laboratory involvement with instrumentation and hardware.
Carnegie directed itself more toward paper studies of a highly complex systems prob-
lem. At U.C.L.A. the tasks undertaken were more modestreflecting their students'
individual or paired efforts and interests. Berkeley experienced design vicariously
through the preparation of cases obtained in local industry.

There were two sources for the involvement project problemthe faculty and the
students. In almost every instance, the students defined the problem on which they
worked within a framework established by the faculty ("solid waste disposal" at Car-
negie, for example). The tangible results of the students' designing were usually less
impressive when their problem area was imposed on them by a faculty member (invari-
ably one of the visitors).*

Communication between the various working groups was usually good at each
Workshop. Common housing of students and relatively frequent joint activities were
the reasons. However, where various groups worked at some distance from each other,
as in separate buildings, it was evident that many students didn't know what was
going on except in their own area. M.I.T., where all student groups shared a large
common laboratory area, had, perhaps, the best inter-student communication.

Faculty communications among themselves were good or bad depending on the
school and individual. They were best where there were regular meetings, however
informal (luncheon). They deteriorated whenever host faculty became distracted by
interests other than the Workshop. The esprit among the visiting faculty at Dartmouth
and U.C.L.A. was exceptional.

The lecture program offered by each school reflected its home environment and
its philosophy of design. Carnegie, Dartmouth, and M.I.T. had little lecturing to the
students, except for the visiting experts"need to know" apropos the projects was
the general criterion which governed selection of lecture topic and its timing. Ber-
keley and Case had substantial lecture programs, the core of each being assorted
topics in design analysis. U.C.L.A.'s lecture program was central to their course and
reflected their detailed structuring of the design process.

That all engineering students must have a component of design in their course work
is absolute gospel to the host faculty of the Workshops; however, differing views are
held about when they should start getting it. Freshmen are considered ideal fodder
at U.C.L.A. Dartmouth and M.I.T. began their offerings at the sophomore level. Ber-
keley concentrates its effort on graduate students.

As can be seen, each of the Workshops was different from the others. In fact, in
fine structure, the number of individual approaches to design equaled the total number
of participants. However, interlaced through all of the Workshops were some common
features and philosophy.

In the first place, each project undertaken, or case written, was wholly new to both
student and visiting faculty. Thus, decisions rendered by the instructor were most
often based upon judgment and experience, rather than upon recourse to a detailed body

* Excepting the Case experience where internal comparisons are hard to make. There the project
areas were carefully pre-selected to blend into existing on-going research projects.
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of knowledge. This implies that the teacher's credibility was tied psychologically to
the confidence he had in his own ability and resourcefulness. Inevitably, errors of
judgment on the part of faculty members did occur. Frequently, these could be traced
to a lack of flexibility and willingness to approach questions not answered by prior
experience.

Education by confrontation with reality, the essential ingredient of "authentic in-
volvement," is a teaching method that cannot be transmitted effectively without actual
experience in doing it. 'Thus, the students were essential in comprising the arena for
demonstrating this apnroach to design education. Some faculty adapted readily, others
did not. However, all of the host schools provided, by example and in program struc-
ture, the freedom required to acquire the viewpoints needed in "authentic involvement."

However carefully they are contrived, all bona fide design problems are open-ended.
The projects of the Workshops were, additionally, unstructured. There was, in no
instance seen by the editor, a clear-cut pathway visible to the student which led from
his problem definition to its ultimate solution. This fact manifests itself in more
than ordinary frustration and anxiety among the students. It would clearly, to them,
require more than brute force to complete their projects satisfactorilyif, indeed, they
were completed at all. A new dimension of uncertainty as to outcome had been intro-
duced into the educational process.

The projects undertaken themselves freely crossed boundaries of conventional engi-
neering curricula. The Workshops, without exception, demonstrated that design is a
priori interdisciplinarythe historical anomaly of its association with mechanical engi-
neering, i.e., through machine design, can no longer govern the approach educators
take to the teaching of design.

The Visiting Experts

The guest "experts" mentioned earlier spent two days at each host school (except-
ing Dartmouth which they did not visit). They gave several lectures at each Work-
shop, and otherwise v a re available to students and staff for consultation and advice.
Subsequently, they participated in one of he round-table discussion sessions at the
terminal Carnegie Conference.

The reception of the experts varied from Workshop to Workshop. However, gen-
eralizations about their effectiveness can be had from correspondence with Workshop
participants. With rare exceptions, the experts were accepted as what their name im-
pliesexpert at some aspect of design theory. However, this expertise infrequently
blended with Workshop activities. Most often the timing of their visits did not make
optimum use of their talents at the most appropriate stage in an individual Workshop
program. In addition, their relative sophistication could outstrip the capacity of
the students to understand some of what a senior could grasp a freshman could not.
This is summed up in a comment, by R. R. Rothfus, ". . . that much of the value of
the lectures was lost on the students. They simply did not have the perspective needed
to fit each subject into its proper place and to pursue fully its connection with the prob-
lems they were in the midst of se-ing." One of fLe guest experts expressed a more
general reaction to this experience by saying, ". . . the traveling speakers were some-
times seen as distractions and not a part If the 'real' design activity." The overwhelm-
ing response of Workshop directors and participants indicates their reluctance to con-
sider having expert lecturers in future programs of this type.
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The Vaccinations Did it Take?

The Committee on Authentic Involvement recognized, in organizing the Workshops,
that each host school could hope to influence, through this program, only a few other
institutions. Thus, the number of participating schools was purposely kept small, many
fewer than applied. It was thought that participants would return to their home environ-
ments with new ideas and viewpoints of design education. After a suitable gesta-
tion period using the approach of "authentic involvement" they would be encouraged
by success to organize similar Workshops. Thus we ask, -what is the fallout of the
'Workshop program? Is there evidence that the "vaccination took"?

While the Workshops were in session, the editor asked the visiting faculty whether
they would be greatly influenced by the experience, and they all, of course, answered
yes. The tenor of their remarks, however, was flavored by the host school involved
two patterns of response emerged. At those schools having little program superstruc-
ture, the answers typically were of the variety, "I'll use these ideas, but I'm not quite
sure yet how." Where activities were highly organized as at U.C.L.A. and, in part,
at M.I.T. and at Dartmouth, there was a tendency to want to jump right into transfer
directly and unchanged large components of the program.

In later correspondence it is evident that a shift in scenery has tempered some of
these initial judgments. Portions of each Workshop are being taken over into new
housing at other institutionsbut are being conditioned by the local environment.
In general, where a particular technique or device will lend new vitality to existing
courses there is immediate transference; virtually all participants are experiencing
this.* The more significant goal, that of making long term changes in the philosophy
of design education, remains to be tested.

It was originally thought by the Committee on Authentic Involvement that some
of the 1965 visiting faculty would have their own schools as host institutions in a second
round of Workshops. There wasn't enough time after the 1965 effort to plan and sub-
mit proposals for 1966, but there is a possibility for 1967. However, an initial survey
of the 1965 visiting faculty shows only small interest in preparing immediately to host
their own Workshops (with two exceptions). Instead, they prefer to waitand to de-
velop their own "muscle" at "involvement" before passing it on to other schools and
faculties. For this reason the promulgation of the authentic involvement philosophy in
a 1967 round of Workshops will require some continued participation of the 1965 hosts
if not the schools themselves, at least 'le faculty. This group can, of course, be aug-
mented by other practitioners of authentic involvement who were not hosts or visitors
in the 1965 Workshops.

The Carnegie Conference

A verbatim transcript of the round-table discussions at the Carnegie Conference
reads like patternless glossolalia. Few excerpts, taken from context, can add to what
has been written by the Workshop directorsyet the whole, in sheer volume, would only
contribute monstrous tedium to the reading of these Proceedings. Some of the flavor
of the meeting, and what the editor feels was the consensus of participants, can, how-
ever, be gotten from a very few quotations from the transcript. These are given here.

* Many specific examples can be cited. For example, at Arizona State in ME 102, "Introduction to
Engineering," T. W. Price reports changes "which certainly show traits inherited from E.S. 21 at
Dartmouth."
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About the teacher-student relationship, R. C. Dean, Jr., said :

"I think it's very important to take the role of a coachto stand on the side-
lines. Otherwise it's very difficult to see how the game is going."

And L. Harrisberger said:

"This design environment has a tremendous potential for the development of
self-confidence. One of the ways we can give good reinforcement is to put
the students in league with the instrultor and not pitted against him."

About the effect on students of an experience in authentic involvement, W. J.
Schirnandle said:

"It is frustration which offers the students the opportunity to try to search
for new ideas."

And R. C. Dean, Jr., said:

"A very definite objective of this kind of course is to get the student committed
to practical engineering, and we feel that this commitment is far higher if he
picks up a project in which he is very interested and which he wants to solve
rather than being trained in a project which he is forced to solve."

About staffing, R. W. Mann said:

"Concern most properly must be directed at the generation of the staff who
can carry through the kind of design education that we are talking about."

About the outcome of the Workshop, D. B. Welbourn said:

"The value of these courses is that the young men had a chance to educate
themselves for a change instead of being systematically trained."

And, finally, W. B. Diboll, Jr., said:

"The consensus is that design is the essence of engineering."
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PART IIICASE METHOD WORKSHOPS

by

KARL H. VESPER

Stanford University

The intent of the Case Method Workshops was to demonstrate, as clearly as
possible, some approaches to the use of cases in teaching engineering. There were
five separate Workshops, each of one hour duration. These Workshops were each re-
peated once so that every Conference participant had the opportunity to attend two
of them. Each Workshop was conducted by a professor who had experience in using
written cases. In it he discussed how he used a specific case or cases and he pre-
sented his views on the results of their use.

In the book, Plain W-rds, Sir Ernest Gowers lists "case" as one of the most over-
worked words in the English languageso it isn't surprising that considerable dis-
agreement exists about defining "case methods" and "case" when we talk about the
pedagogy of engineering education. No ubiquitous meaning exists for these terms.
For the purposes of the case study Workshops, "case" did not mean simply a "student
design project." Rather, it referred to an excerpt from, or critical instant in, an
actual engineering project in industry. The cases discussed are historical in part, but
they are not "case histories" which simply tell of events completed in the past. Typi-
cally, each ca ;e stops its story at some crucial point, leaving a definite problem to be
solved. The student then is expected to complete the history by his own work. Sup-
plements to the case may describe what course of action was actually adopted by the
company involved. The cases are not like journal articles, focusing on detailed expo-
sition of a technical problem and its supporting rationale. Rather the case descriptions
describe who said what to whom and also who did what, showing the surrounding cir-
cumstances and mentioning the failures as well as the successes which were achieved.

There are some common features among the cases which were discussed. All of
them were written descriptions of problem situations in engineering, situations which
actually occurred in industry outside of the classroom. However, they go beyond simply
describing a problem and its solutionand may be considered as clinical examples of
engineering practice as it really occurs. A brief description of each case Workshop,
written by its moderator, follows. The numbering system "ECL . . ." refers to catalog
numbers at the Engineering Case Library, Design Division, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Stanford University. Copies of these cases as well as a bibliography
describing a number of others are available upon request.
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WORKSHOP MODERATOR : P. Z. Bulkeley, Associate Professor, Stanford University
CASE DISCUSSED : "Task CorporationHiring Engineers and Draftsmen,"

ECL-8

The nonfictional Task Corporation, a manufacturer of electrical motors and some
allied hardware, uses a test of dimensioning skills to screen applicants for jobs as engi-
neers and draftsmen. This test, together with some background material describing
the Task Corporation, its operations, and its products, form the casewhich is not
a case history, but is a collection of descriptive material.

This example was chosen for presentation at the Workshop session because it shows
the diverse uses which can be made of a single case. It has been used by the mod-
erator with groups large and small, at all levels of the academic spectrum, having
been presented to classes as follows :

115 students, predominately freshmen and sophomores, in introductory engi-
neering drawing ;

60 students, predominately sophomores, in introductory engineering drawing;
18 senior students in mechanical design;
22 graduate students in analytical design.

In addition, "Task Corporation" was written by Mr. Karl Vesper, which illustrates
the fact that one need not write a case himself in order to utilize it effectively.

A typical assignment of "Task Corporation" would follow the pattern:
1. Case is assigned for reading overnight. The students are expected to read

and re-read the document until they are thoroughly familiar with its contents.
2. The dimensioning test is taken by the students and its solution is discussed

with them. This discussion can be directed in a variety of ways, depending
on the intent of the instructor. Possible directions include :

a. Exploration of the need for paying meticulous attention to detail in
carrying forward any engineering task.

b. The extensive interaction between mechanical design and manufactur-
ing processes.

c. The details of mechanical analysis related to the objects to be dimen-
sioned in the test.

d. Tooling for production and its related economics.
e. The interaction of electrical criteria of performance and detailed mechan-

ical design in electro-mechanical devices.
f. Personnel practices in small corporations.
g. Study of the diverse products available from this small corporation.

Discussion is moderated by the instructor and is aimed at detailed description and
analysis of one or several of the areas listed above. Discussion is Socraticthe stu-
dents and instructor together approach the "Task Corporation."

The Workshop sessions at the Carnegie Conference devoted much of their time to
discussing the type of student involvement associated with this type of case study and
the pedagogy of its use. The involvement in "Task Corporation" is a simulation of a
real situation through the medium of the dimensioning test, leading into a more general
discussion which the instructor can direct toward any of several objectives listed. The
essential feature of the pedagogy used with this case is the simultaneous confrontation
of student and instructor with a practical situation, the test, in which they together
have the opportunity to explore, at any depth desired, the problem surroundings.
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WORKSHOP MODERATOR : H. 0. Fuchs, Professor, Stanford University

CASE DISCUSSED: "Development of an Oil Well Tubing Stripper Rubber,"
ECL 1-13

"FMC Corporation, A thru D," ECL-17

The first of the cases discussed, the Stripper Rubber, consists of two parts : a
formal engineering report which Paul Bickel submitted to the Ohio State Board of
Registration, and his story of what "really" happened as he developed this device. This
case has been used previously in senior courses in Mechanical Design at U.C.L.A. and
at Stanford, and in a freshman course in Engineering Graphics at Stanford.

The second of the cases, the FMC Corporation, concerns a sophisticated optical-
electronic mechanical device for sorting white rice from pecky (spotted) rice. The four
parts of the case describe the conception, design of the first prototype, field failures of the
first production model, and re-design of the rice sorter, as handled by FMC's Central
Engineering Laboratory and one of its manufacturing divisions. This case was written
by graduate students employed as case -writers at Stanford. Previously it had been
described in a graduate seminar on Engineering Operations.

Both cases were used primarily to show that engineering is done by individual engi-
neershumans with judgment, temperament, idiosyncrasies, limitationsso that students
can identify with the person who must do the job and so that they may have an anti-
dote to the 6. roneous impressions created by rigorous impersonal texts.

The students at the Berkeley Design Workshop were assigned a number of prob-
lems connected with these cases :

List decisions chronologically and rank them in order of importance.
Compare the design process as related in a case to the process outlined by FMC.
Identify problems and sketch solutions.
Sketch improved hoppers for rice.

At the conclusion of the class meetings devoted to these cases, the studentst were
asked to consider how easy it is, with the wisdom of hindsight, to find fault with the
work done by engineers, and to temper their future judgments by this consideration.

Discussion at Pittsburgh Conference concerned such points as grading (subjec-
tive), structuring case discussions (little for graduates, strongly for freshmen), and
the place of cases in instruction. On this last point my view is that textbooks, proj-
ects, and cases each have unique virtues, that a balance of the three is desirable, that in
design courses the balance should favor projects and cases more than textbooks and
lectures, that time used for cases will provide a great amount of Ieadth to comple-
ment the depth achieved by a project and will introduce a human element into engi-
neering instruction.
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WORKSHOP MODERATOR : R. K. Pefley, Professor, University of Santa Clara
CASE DISCUSSED: "Temperature Control. A Case History of the Mariner

Spacecraft," R. K. Pefley, J. M. 33-189, J. P. L.;
also ECL-43

The case discussed was prepared by the moderator as an instructional vehicle while
he was at JPL on sabbatical leave.

The case is written so that it can be supplied to the students in sections. This
is to simulate the progressive unfolding of features and interface constraints in real
design work. At the end of each section are student challenges. The succeeding sections
of the case describe the real design evolution and allow the student to contrast his ideas
and analyses, which he has completed prior to receipt of the follow-on section, with the
actual design.

The case was exposed to the Design Conference attendees as it would be to the
students. They read the first section and then we spent the remainder of the hour
with them, performing in ambivalent roles of students and teachers. The bay- naram-
eters and design philosophy for spacecraft temperature control were established L group
discussion while having a thorough discussion of best methods of exposing these ideas.

If the writer correctly sensed the consensus of the group, it is that a case can best
be presented by the author of the case. This is particularly so, if the author wrote it from
firsthand observations. So much of the color of personalities and circumstances are
strained from the presentation if it is presented from secondhand awareness that the
case loses a significant portion of its appeal.

Based on the experience of the writer with this case and having observed the
presentation of several other cases under variety of circumstances, the writer concludes:

a) Cases provide the clozest approach to real design experience that a vicarious
exposure can provide.

b) The exposure is most likely maximized if the case writer presents the case
to the students, i.e., firsthand presentation.

c) Some sort of funding should be available to allow the authors of outstanding
case examples to visit different schools and present their cases to the student
groups to verify the above impressions.
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WORKSHOP MODERATOR : R. F. Steidel, Jr., Professor, University of California,
Berkeley

DISCUSSED: "Program on Case Studies"

The University of California, Berkeley, is now making use of case studies in engi-
neering as a pedagogical tool which increases the cooperation between engineering edu-
cation and industry.

In developing and using case studies for classroom use, two groups benefit. The
first group consists of students who are using case studies as text or source material
to bring the real world of engineering into the classroom. The professional benefits of
this are recognized. The second to benefit are the case wiiter or case writers who
develop the case study. At the University of California, Berkeley, in the Division of
Mechanical Design, our attention has been directed to the latter.

In the Spring of 1965, a graduate seminar in Engineering Case Studies was held
as an organized course. This was the pilot effort, which we hope will result in a sus-
tained program. Six students enrolled. In the first six weeks of the 15-week semester,
these students read and discussed several of the case studies that had been developed
by Mr. Vesper and Professor Fuchs of Stanford University, and Professor Pefley of the
University of Santa Clara. These represented a diversity of material and did give the
students a general idea of the objectives of a case study. This is important. Grad-
uate students who have never seen or read a. case study expect the formal problem
solution that is so familiar to engineering education. Their surprise was somewhat
traumatic.

During the last nine weeks of the course, with the first interviews coming even
earlier, the students explored and developed a case study of their own choosing. Three
students developed a case study on the Design of the Liquid Hydrogen Bubble Cham-
ber at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley. The other three students de-
veloped a Case Study on the Hydro-Constant Pump, which was developed, manufactured,
and marketed by the FMC Corporation in Santa Clara. The first represented a design
problem of a national laboratory. The second represented a venture of a profit-making
organization. The students contrasted the differences in objectives and purposes of
the two designs.

At the Case Studies 'Workshop during the Conference, the purposes of this approach
to Case Studies in engineering were discussed. The Bubble Chamber Case Study was
distributed to those attending the Workshop session. The Hydro-Constant Pump was not
completed, but has since been mailed to all who desired copies. Those in attmdance
at the Workshop questioned the mechanics of such an operation and asked such ques-
tions as

1) How were the seminars carried out?

2) How were grades assigned?

3) Of what references did the students make use?

4) Did the students have any opportunity to criticize?

The last question invoked considerable discussion, since the students were not given
an opportunity to criticize the design or engineering of the case under study. The
students were also not given any opportunity to test their own approach to the design
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in the laboratory (involvement). There was considerable discussion on the educational
value of a study of a completed design, in which the student has only objective inter-
est. Such objective interest cannot substitute for laboratory or clinical involvement,
but it is an educational vehicle: used in law and medicine, and not now used in
engineering.

One result of the discussion was a change in format at Berkeley. This summer,
our seminar in Case Studies was repeated in the second Summer Session of 1965 for
one group of four students. These students were given the opportunity to criticize the
engineering design that they studied. This criticism was beneficial, although it seemed
mostly a catharsis, and it will remain as part of the objective of future studies.

Our experience with case studies reinforces our opinion tat graduate work in
developing a case study is an excellent alternative to a thesis or graduate project in
engineering design.

WORKSHOP MODERATOR : K. H. Vesper, Director of Case Development, Stanford
University

CASE DISCUSSED: "Radonics," ECL-27

The Radonics case consists of three chapters describing the design of a fixture
for use in heliarc welding. The first chapter gives background of the desire for the
device and introduces the student to the company for which it is to be designed. It
also introduces him to the engineer who has been asked to do the job and gives the
student essentially the same information the company engineer was given for doing the
design. This part of the case was handed out as a one-night assignment at the Berke-
ley Design Workshop, and students were asked to come prepared the next day to
present sketches showing the general concept for a design plus an estimate of the
total number of man-hours required to carry the design through to a working model.

When student solutions to the problem were presented before the class the next
day, no attempts were made to criticize them, although questions were asked to clarify
their descriptions. After these presentations, the second chapter of the case, which de-
scribes the procedures followed by the company engineer and the resulting design, was
given to the students and they were asked to evaluate critically his efforts. By being
allowed to criticize the professional's design rather than each other's, it was felt that
students could learn from the critical process without condemning their own creative
efforts. In their critique, students were asked to predict difficulties to be expected with
the professional's design.

The third chapter was given out following the critique session so students could
see the final outcome and costs of the company's design. This allowed them to check
their forecasts and judgments.
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PART 1VSPEAKERS FROM INDUSTRY

The awesome rate of technological change emphasizes
the interdependence between the practice of engineering
in industry and the source of engineers, the educational
establishment. Nowhere in the engineering curricula is
this interdependence more obvious than in the field of
design, acid at no interface between school and industry
will effective rapport bring about greater bilateral ad-
vantages. Elsewhere in these Proceedings, interaction
and cooperation between industry and design education
has been apparent. An inspection of the participant list
discloses many representatives from industry. It was
therefore, most appropriate that invited speakers from
industry share the rostrum, providing the audience with
several exciting examples of current technology.

These speakers gave papers before the Third Confer-
ence on Engineering Design Education during the after-
noon of the second Conference day and at its banquet.
The texts of these addresses are included here with one
exception. The comments of Mr. R. H. Fields, Westing-
house Electric Corporation, were not recorded, and he did
not follow a written script. However, his topic, "A Rapid
Transit System," is presented in a similar way in a paper
by William J. Wallro,! and John K. Howell, both of West-
inghouse, entitled "Transit Expressway . . . A New Mass-
Transit System." This appeared in the July, 1965, issue
of Westinghouse ENGINEER and is now available from
Westinghouse at 3 Gateway Center, Box 2278, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 15230, as Reprint Number 6322.
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THE COMPLEAT AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN ENGINEER

HAROLD C. MACDONALD

Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, Michigan

Before I get into my subject for this evening, I'd like to mention that, exactly one
month ago, educators in mechanical engineering from fifty universities attended our
1965 Engineering Forum held in Dearborn. Now, these poor fellows were subjected to
a week of after breakfast, after lunch, and after dinner speeches by Ford engineers and
other executives. If any of you here tonight are refugees from that forum, and of you
didn't realize you were going to hear another speech by a Ford engineer, you are free
to leave the room right nowquietly and no questions asked.

The title of my talk tonight was suggested by Izaak "ialton's classic 17th Century
treatise on the art of fishing, called "The Compleat Angler." In it, the author dispenses
some good advice about fishing with frogs that all of us after dinner speakers could ap-
ply to our audiences: "Use him," Walton cautions, "as though you loved him; that is,
harm him as little as possible, that he may live the longer."

Gentlemen, let me emphasize at the outset that I am here tonight to discuss the
process of developing design engineers at Ford. I am not here as another outside "ex-
pert" on education. We have only to look around at the amazing diversity of skills and
talent among the 12,000 engineers, scientists, and technicians in our Research and Engi-
neering Center to realize that no technical curriculum can be all things to all people.

We, therefore, recognize an obligation to provide a continuous learning environment
for the young man coming to us, to facilitate his transition into our worlda world that
has a nasty habit of posing non-linear situations and requiring as much ingenuity in
economics as in kinematics. If Herb Misch were here tonight, I'm sure he would agr,"?.
with me that we are getting the caliber of young men in our organization that we wart.

When I went through engineering school, just before World War II, the curricu-
lum was based on the assumption that technology would not change very much within
an engineer's lifetime. Well, I, and many fellows like myself, have been running to
catch up with the technology explosion ever since we came back from the war.

We have ceased to wonder at this explosion, and now we are talking a lot about
system engineering and the major breakthroughs to come from between disciplines
rather than within them.

I'm sure you men are aware that the automobile industry, despite its economic im-
pact on our society, hastechnologically speakingjust recently graduated into the
world of sophisticated science and engineering. I can tell you it's exciting to be here!
We don't do business in Detroit and Dearborn the way we used to. The intense market-
ing pressures generated by an eight to nine million car market is one reason. But an-
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other very basic reason is our new technologywhich is characterized by widening com-
puter applications, and increased reliability testing in a realistic laboratory environ-
ment.

However, one thing has not changed in our industry: That old, old formula that
still separates success from failure and extinction : you must bring the right product
into the right market, at the right time, and at the right price!

In this formula the importance of the automotive design engineer is todayas it
always has beenabsolutely critical!

Regarding the right product: traditionally, it has always sold primarily on its
styling. Today, styling is still the the major appeal, but reliability, durability, per-
formance, freedom-from-maintenance, comfort, and safety are becoming increasingly
important to our customer.

Regarding the right market : Now that the domestic automobile marketand not
even counting the growing overseas marketis on its way from eight to nine million
car sales a year, people are finally beginning to understand why in a multi-billion-dollar
industry the automotive designer must be so cost conscious . . . why he must think in
fractions of a cent, like a paper clip manufacturer.

Regarding the right time: Most consumer items get refined by a painstaking,
time-consuming processbut not the automobile. The industry puts a heavy require-
ment on its engineers to be right the first timenot only in design, but in the test
and development criteria used to assure required reliability in the required time. And,
gentleman, our development time continues to shrink away!

Regarding the right price: Holding the line on rising costs of the product and
product improvements through ingenuity is a terribly important responsibility of the
designer. He is called on, not only to improve the product, but to do it at equal or
less cost than the design it replaces. There are numerous exceptions to this, of course,
when the added cost can be well justified.

I would like to repeatthe design engineer is critkally important to the automobile
business. Much of what he needs to know we must teach him. But whether we
are able to do so or not is largely up to you.

Dean Teare suggested to me that a profile of a typical Ford automotive design en-
gineer might interest you gentleman tonight. One young fellowlet's call him Jim
Batesimmediately comes to mind because he would be welcome anywhere in Ford Re-
search and Engineering. Jim is an extraordinary fellow, and I'd like to tell you about
him

Jim came to us from a school highly regarded in mechanical engineering. He was
among the three out of four engineers who don't have an advanced degree when they
join Ford Engineering. He then spent two years in the Ford training program, in
which young college men move from division to division in search of that tailor-made
job in which they can go. It didn't take him long to conclude that he needed more spe-
cialized engineering courses; and by the time he finished his training program, he was
well along at night school toward a master's degree. Recently, we have started to
send promising fellows like Jim to full-time graduate day school for their master's de-
gree and at full pay. Currently, 50 per cent of our engineers are enrolled in college-
level courses, on their own or on company time.
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Jim's first choice as a permanent assignment was the area of Applied Research.
Like many young fellows, research meant to Jim "Imagineering" with a capital "I."
Jim saw himself as a sensitive man of ideas, an innovator working magic at the outer
state-of-the-art. Leave the crass details of manufacturing cost and feasibility to those
clods down on the ground!

Jim's first project didn't turn out too well. He teamed up with a young electrical
engineer to design a new ammeter. Of itself, the ammeter was a watchmaker's dream.
The only trouble was that it required 28 more feet of wire and 20 more connections
to install than the old onebut Jim learned something he never forgot. He learned
that an improvement in one area of the vehicle may be a big step backward in an-
other area. He learned that he had to work on his own small part of the whole ve-
hicle with a broad viewpoint, a perspective, and that he would have to get the es-
sential interface requirements himself. To one was going to hold his hand.

Jim's second project came off much better. He came up with a new cooling fan
design, a fan with flexible blades, whose pitch decreased as a function of engine speed.
This eliminated the expensive and repair-prone viscous "slip" clutch long required on
cooling fans in air conditioning systems. It remained for other product design engi-
neers to develop life -of -car durability into his research model, but no one was prouder
than Jim when his fan finally went into production. It was about this timeafter
he had seen the changes in his design and some of the critical production steps being
ironed out at the supplier's plantthat Jim began reassessing his view of the design-
for-now-engineerthat is, the product designer.

He concluded, for example, that if he had done a better job of estimating at-
tainable manufacturing tolerances in the early design stages, prior to prototype testing,
his research model would have gotten into production with less development work. He
was beginning to realize the difference between a brilliant designer, whose designs are
successful as they were conceived, and the journeyman, whose design has to be cobbled
and changed, freighted down with expensive "fixes," or thrown out entirely for a
new start.

Meanwhile, Jim had been boning up at night on courses in computer applications.
His special interest was constructing math models to predict performance of com-
ponent systems, such as cooling systems, axle ratios, and vehicle suspension and han-
dling dynamics.

He had an opportunity to put his homework to use when he joined the Vehicle
Concepts Department. The only research engineers authorized to construct entire ve-
hicles, this group sifts and evaluates concepts that appear to be feasible for vehicles a
decade or two away. Here, Jim demonstrated an ability to step back and take fresh
new views of an old problem, rather than start where the other fellow had left off. This,
plus the ability to sift out the feasible from the unfeasible on the computer before
going to expensive hardware, meant he was developing professionalism.

Ford's Superhighway Gas Turbine Truck is an advanced concept vehicle designed
to both answer and raise questions concerning truck transport of the 1970's over the
federal interstate highway system now under const,uction. Aside from its compact
600 horsepower turbine, one of the huge truck's true innovations is a second or addi-
tional suspension between the cab and chassis that does an excellent job of isolating
the cab from road and chassis vibration. This was Jim's contribution to the truck;
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it marked his entry into the "art" of engineeringthat is, to the inductive processes
of invention, problem-solving, design and development the automotive designer uses in
performance of his assignment.

Jim enjoyed his "imagineering" in Vehicle Concepts, but, by this time, he had
decided he didn't want to wait 10 or 20 years to see what he hadby definition as an
engineerproduced "for the use and convenience of man."

By this time, Jim had asked himself a question that every young man who enters
Ford Motor Company should ask himselfand the sooner the better. That question
is: What do I want to be doing 10 years from now, 20 years from now? Jim under-
standably concluded that he'd like to be doing as well as he possibly could. He con-
cluded that lie had the balance of technical ability and personal traits to become a
good engineering manager. He also observed that the men with the management skills
in Ford Engineering were the men with the broadest perspectiveso he moved at every
opportunity, but only after he had mastered each job.

Jim moved from research into the General Parts Division to learn more about elec-
trical and engine accessory development. Here he came up with another fresh answer
to an old problem. This time it was contact pointsa humble and prosaic component
that hadn't changed in years. Jim sharply increased reliability and decreased man-
ufacturing costs by eliminating about seven of the fifteen parts used in conventional
points. He did this by going to aircraft-type points, which operate off a cantilever
spring arm, thereby eliminating the complicated pivot mechanism. The accomplish-
ment of bringing cantilevered points to the automobile industry resulted in points
equal or better in quality than aircraft points. The manufacturing cost was not only
drastically lower than aircraft points, it was a third lower than Ford's conventional
points! Jim had won his badge as a sharp product designer.

Jim learned some new facts of product design life in the General Parts Division.
He really learned, for the first time, what it means to design for mass production
under the constraints of equal or decreased cost versus equal or increased reliability,
durability, and functional efficiency. He learned the hard fact that no prior design
analysis is as accurate as records of performance in the customer's handswhich is
long after the manufacturer is committed to the design. He learned that no analyt-
ical prediction of behaviorcomputers notwithstandingis any more accurate than the
assumptions made about the range of operating conditions a vehicle or component will
encounter in the field. And he learned that these conditions can only be inferred sta-
tistically for mass-produced components from the characteristics of the component it-
self. And he learned what designers of military equipment have known for years: If
human nature and a new design don't mesh, it may not be easy to change the design,
but it's easier than changing human nature.

Jim found, for example, that, after a few thousand miles, the pre-load tension on
the cantilever spring arm of his pivotless points was dropping below what mechanics
were used to reading on the conventional pivot points. On frequent field trips during
his prove-out program, he found that many fleet mechanics were replacing perfectly
good points if the spring arm tension had dropped a bit.. Well, you can't get all the
mechanics to read all the service literature. So Jim had to minimize the tension drop
by lowering the original pre-load spring rate. He did this by going from sixteen thou-
sandths gauge spring steel to thirteen thousandths, but the details of how he accom-
plished this with the necessary reliability is a whole story in itself.
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Jim's work on the advanced concept turbine truck had, meanwhile, attracted the
w%tention of the product designers in Ford truck engineering. The truck engineers
were girding up for an assault on a competitor's light truck several years hence.
The competitor's light truck had independent front suspension with the advantages of
a soft ride. Ford's light truck had a solid front axle suspension, which connotated
ruggedness and durabilitybut also a harsher ride.

Our new man in truck engineering came up with a front suspension that retained
the ruggednessand just as importantthe rugged image of the solid axle that so
many light truck owners have in their minds. But, in addition, it offered the improved
ride and handling and lower steering effort of independent front suspension. Called
Twin-I-Beam, the new suspension features two I-beam axles of forged steel, which allow
one front wheel to absorb impacts without affecting the other wheel. It was intro-
duced this ear on Ford's F-100 and F-250 line of light trucks, and has been a potent
shot in the arm to the Ford Division's truck sales. For the manner in which Jim's
design resolved the conflictboth engineering and saleswisebetween ruggedness and
good ride and handling qualities, it was considered by his colleagues to be 'n "elegant
solution." It was based on a principle used in a French luxury car, called the "Unic,"
back in 1935, but had never been successfully applied by anyone else until Jim did it.

Jim himself did not consider the Twin-I-Beam a difficult design job. "The tough
part," he'll tell you, "was the development work on each part in the suspension to get
good enough dynamic functional and structural characteristics out of the design."

Jim's development program covered 30,000 miles in two test vehicles just to estab-
lish design feasibility. Later, 13 prototype vehicles went a total of 400,000 miles over
all kinds of test roads, of which 34 per cent were run on severe gravel roads in Ari-
zona. The "severest use" mileage was used to set durability criteria for the lab tests
by measuring impact forces from various maneuvers along the pothole roads.

The lab test hours on the Twin-I-Beam alone totaled 11,000 hoursthe equiva-
lent of 12 million road miles. All lab test bogies were for the heavier F-250 truck, and
laboratory development on this truck totaled 59,000 hours. In this assignment, Jim
demonstrated the capability in development work that a designer must have if he is to
perceive the functional and economic consequences of his chosen approach to design
problems.

While the lab work was very costly, it paid for itself three times over by optimiz-
ing use of costly materials. For example, out of the lab work came kingpins of high
aircraft quality steel with 30 per cent less bearing pressure devt ,ded inside . . .

strength of the steering arm was raised 21/2 times by increasing its weight one per
cent . . . a conventional stamped bracket that initially went 4,000 test cycles, ended up
going well over one million cycles without failure. Jim's lab data correlated beautifully
with results from the 400,000 general durability test miles I referred to previously.

At each stage in its development, the Twin-I-Beam was checked by impartial com-
puter experts, who analyzed energy inputs into the suspension, peak loading and load
frequencies, chassis stresses, and other factors. As the man responsible for the devel-
opment timetable of his design, Jim was not only prepared to submit his design to such
periodic computer checks on schedule, he was able to conduct a sort of continuing an-
alysis in his mind as he went along. Therefore, the modifications resulting from the
analytical checks on the Twin-I-Beam were not wasteful or extensive.
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After describing Jim Bates' career in Ford Research and Engineering thus far, it
should be no surprise to you that today, at age 41, he is executive engineer resnonsible
for the chassis designs of all the company's passenger car lines. Jim is responsible
for integrating production designs of all chassis components into one "package." The
package includes major vehicle systems, such as suspension, steering, brakes, exhaust,
frame, body and engine mounts, clutch, speed controls, heating and air conditioning.

These complete chassis packages, incidentally, then move into my organization,
where we marry chassis, bodies, engines and powertrains, then begin prove-out of
complete vehicles.

Jim now manages an organization of 237 people. To help prepare him for this
job, Ford management sent him to M.I.T. for a year, where he earned a master's de-
gree in industrial management. His resposibilities have, of course, broadened into ad-
ministrative areas of cost and weight objectives, budgeting, scheduling, and resolving
design problems with the manufacturing people. He is not as close to specific denign
problems these days as he would like to be, but he does have some solid job satisfac-
tions over and above a good salary. He has earned an excellent company reputation
for "bringing in" chassis packages with efficient use of manpower, tooling, laboratory
and test track facilities, and dollar resources. Much of the sweeping change that
characterizes the 1965 line of Ford-built cars bears his stamp. And, judging by the
warranty and policy records of his products, this stamp says "QUALITY."

As you have probably concluded by now, Jim Bates is not one man, but a com-
posite of fine design engineers in our organization. However, if any of you gentlemen
know of a young man who can match Jim's qualifications, please contact me after
tonight's program.

As much as we would like to develop the complete automotive design engineer like
Jim Bates, we recognize that with today's proliferating technologies, this is becoming
less and less likely, Nevertheless, the automotive designer is still valuable in propor-
tion to his la oad knowledge, not in proportion to his degree of narrow specialization,
which can turn into mere provincialism. Skills are still reasonably transferable from
one area to another within automotive engineeringour talented designers are not
trapped into an ever-narrowing spiral of specialization.

Gentlemen, in my opinion, the automobile industry is the world's finest post-grad-
uate training school for the young design engineer. There are engineers who can de-
sign excellence into a product at a 10 per cent increase in cost or weight . . . there
are engineers who can always find a way to cheapen a product . . . but the fellow
who can come up with the elegant solution . . more excellence at less cost, less redun-
dance . . . with an element of beauty and the unexpected . . . the flavor of ingenuity
transcending the obvious and commonplace . . . this is a designer's designer! And he
is so recognized by his intensely competitive counterparts across town!

I cannot conceive of concluding this address tonight without citing the late Henry
Ford as the classic example of "The Compleat Automotive Design Engineer." There
are some conflicting opinions as to his technical ability in this or that precise area.
But there is no disagreement on the fact that he was the best all-round manthe com-
plete design, development, and manufacturing engineerof the automobile industry.
In 1914, Henry Ford was far out-producing everybody else from the world's finest
plant in Highland Park, Michigan, because of his superior skill in integrating prod-
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uct design with the very latest manufacturing techniques. The next car that could
even approach the $500 Model T in quality cost $450 more!

Mr. Ford's lesson in economics was not lost on our friends across town. But
the cemetery is filled with auto companies, which over the past half century failed to
learn from him . . . failed to deliver a product which millions of people can afford to
buy, a product whose reliability must rival those with almost no cost limit . . . com-
panies which engineered unnecessary costs into vehicles, for which the buyer paid but
received no value.

I would, like to emphasize one more thing about Henry Ford, which has been ob-
scured by the passage of time, and perhaps by memories of his declining years: He
himself built the earliest Ford automobiles because he was a born engineer. But he
built Ford Motor Company because he had the ability to get other outstanding engi-
neers to work with himand work hard!

These engineers were not meek "yes men" by any means. They were intelligent,
strong-minded, rugged men pioneering in an infant company and industry. But Henry
Ford had the priceless ability for diffusing his new ideas, his perception, his enthusi-
asm, throughout the machine shops and assembly lines on a man-to-man basis.

Ford ma aagement puts a heavy premium on the talented design engineer who, in a
more formal organization, can do the same things today. For ideas still remain the
most fragile of things . . . and introducing new ones into an engineering organiza-
tion still remains a most fascinating and rewardingart.

THE HUMAN FACTOR IN MODERN DESIGN *

W. J. SCHIMANDLE

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

It is with great pleasure that I meet with you again to talk about design. As most
of you know, the Mariner shown in Figure 1** will begin its pass by Mars tomor-
row evening. If all goes well, by 8:30 p. m. the probe yr' have taken 21 pictures of
the Martian surface. It will then begin the occultation experiment.

If both these experiments are successful, man will have significantly improved his
knowledge of Mars and greatly improved our chances of landing successfully on that
planet in 1971.

Good flashback technique requires that we dissolve to the beginning of the story,
find out how it started and how we managed to proceed from an idea to a completed
fact. It would be easy to tell the story in that way; in fact, that is the way it is
usually told. With this paper, I hope to do something more. I hope to enlist the
support of each of you to relive an experience with me. What I am trying to do is

* This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NA 3A 7-1000, sponsored by the NationalAeronautics and Space Administration.
** Figures are at the end of the paper.
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to have you experience the design process as it actually took place and, from this
experience, gain an appreciation and a curiosity about an increasingly important in-
gredient in design, "the human factor."

The General Problem

In the summer of 1962, it became apparent that the Centaur vehicle, which was
scheduled to carry a large payload to Mars during the 1964 opportunity, would not be
developed on time. This mear t that if the 1964 opportunity were to be used, a lighter
payload launched by an Atlas-Agena would have to be developed. In early August,
first cuts at the design indicated that the minimum payload which could be built weighed
in the neighborhood of 540 lbs. At that same point in time, the weight carrying
capability of the Atlas-Agena was considerably less. This discrepancy could not be
relieved by ordinary means, which would have consisted of reducing the flight payload
by the appropriate amount. A dual attack was made on this problem. The first was
a performance improvement in the Atlas-Agena. This improvement, while expensive,
would produce a payload potential of approximately 560 lbs. These improvements,
however, had never been flight tested and considerable risk had to be accepted in
using that number as a design parameter. This risk was accepted.

The second was a drastic reduction in the weight of the Mariner. During Octo-
ber, the realities of the Mariner were beginning to be understood, as shown in Figure
2. The spacecraft had been steadily climbing and had reached 580 lbs. At the worst,
a weight discrepancy of 100 lbs. existed. At best, a weight discrepancy of 20 lbs.
existed. The first situation would scrap the mission; the second would permit only
20 lbs. for science, half the intended payload. This was considered too small when
measured against the expense of i;he mission.

The Technological Position

Also by October, JPL had gained considerable experience with solar panel tech-
nology. Early Rangers had used photovoltaic arrays and the Mariner II was on its
way to Venus using solar panels made of stiffened aluminum structure. Ranger 3
had also used a similar structure. The best structural weights achieved to that point
were 1.15 lbs. per sq. ft. on the Mariner II and 1.08 lbs. per sq. ft. on an advanced
Mariner prototype.

In addition to solar panel technology, JPL had been investigating the use of a
small damper for the reduction of resonance !clads in large structural elements.
These dampers were crude. consisting of an annular space between two sliding con-
centric tubes. The space was Ailed with a high viscosity silicone grease. A damper of
this type was developed in an emergency to reduce resonance on the Mariner II Earth
tracker. The damper was non linear and could not be subjected to good analysis, but
worked under test and, as a consequence, was used. This design was invented by Bill
Layman, of the Mechanisms Group, and he was permitted to continue work on a small
scale during 1962.

In early May of that year, when we suspected that damping structures might be
required for Mariner IV, he was asked to experiment with two versions of solar panel
damping; tip-mounted dampers which were mounted at the tip of the solar panels
and quarter-point dampers, which were mounted at the one-fourth point on the panel
structure. We wanted some sample hardware produced which could be used in case
of an emergency.
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The Organizational Relationship
We cannot examine the human factors unless we understand the people and their

relationship with one another. Each of the individuals involved saw a different picture,
had different technical capabilities and different value judgments.

We start by examining the formal organization chart in Figure 3.

At that tim:., the Laboratory was set up as a matrix organization. The Project
Office was responsible for the over-all performance of the mission. It controlled the
design and the monetary resources. The Technical Divisions were responsible for a
specified technical area.

Of interest to t , discussion is the Engineering Mechanics Division and the Guid-
ance and Control DF. _ 'an.

The Guidance and Control Division was assigned the responsibility for spacecraft
power, in addition to other responsibilities including guidance sensors, autopilots, and
electronic sequencers.

The Engineering Mechanics Division was assigned the responsibility for structures,
dynamics, thermal control, materials, packaging and cabling.

The Solar Panel was assigned to the Guidance and Control Division as a deliverable
item. Their job was to design the power system, using photovoltaic cells, to apply
these cells to the structure furnished by the Engineering Mechanics Division, and to
qualify the entire assembly for flight.

The Engineering Mechanics Division was assigned the responsibility of developing
a spacecraft configuration which included approximately 80 sq. ft. of solar panels.
In addition, it was assigned the responsibility of designing, fabricating and testing the
solar panel structure and delivering it to the Guidance and Control Division for further
processing.

The detailed organization within the Guidance and Control Division is shown in
Figure 4 and the Engineering Mechanics Division in Figure 5.

Schedule and Contracting Requirements

The schedule is shown in Figure 6. Preliminary design was to occur during the
last five months of 1961. Hard design during five months of 1963 with the delivery
of the first completed solar panel made to the Guidance and Control Division was
planned for June of 1963. To meet the overall schedule, 32 additional panels had to
be delivered by December.

The number of units required and their rate of delivery dictated that the panels
be bought on subcontract. JPL had bought the Mariner II and Ranger III panels from
Ryan and considerable experience was established in working with that contractor.
We knew, however, that we would have to go out on competitive bid and that this
decision would have to be made by November 1, 1962, if the schedule were to be met.
Ryan Aeronautical, of San Diego, California, won the bid and, after final negotiations,
work was commenced.

The Emergency

In this general context, significant weight had to be cut from the spacecraft
designs. How could this be accomplished and still meet the design and schedule require-
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ments? What would you have done if it were your responsibility? How would you
have sized up the risks? What could you have taught a student which would have
prepared him for this moment?

The Solar Panel

The element set aside for a large potential weight saving was the solar panel. Lay-
man had shown that if resonance loads could be reduced through the use of point damp-
ers, the structural weight could be cut roughly in half (.50 lb. per sq. ft.).

A summary of all elements bearing on the problem is given in Figure 7. After
considerable discussion within Division 35, Jim Wilson approached me with a tentative
decision to go for the lightweight panel. This decision was based on the following:

A. There would not be a mission unless we made a major weight contribution
(the payoff was large).

B. While not amenable to analysis, the dampers had worked on Mariner II and
Ranger (we had confirming similar performance).

C. If we moved fast we could test a representative set of equipment by Decem-
ber (it would be possible to verify our performance).

In disagreement with these arguments were the following:

A. This approach was a significant extension of our present technology.
B. The schedule was very short and an attempt to set up a contractor to do this

work on this complex a structure could cause serious delays.
C. If the panels failed, we would have to scrap the mission after committing some

$50 to $60 million.
D. Significant opposition was building up without our own division, particularly

on the part of our dynamicists, who felt that it was too risky to accept ques-
tionable test results in lieu of analysis.

A tentative decision was made to proceed and money was allocated to build a
test set of hardware which would be delivered in December. Procurement action
was initiated on the flight panels with four contractors. The situation was explained
to the Spacecraft Systems Engineer and he concurred. It was the end of October,
1962. As with any decision, mixed feelings resulted. Many things would happen be-
fore this solar panel was to fly. The following are a few of the problems :

A. When the first sample section was tested in an acoustic chamber, all spot welds
cracked. The panel had to be converted to a bonded structure.

B. The power people became concerned about the amount of heat sink available on
the spars for their zener diodes. The spars had to be thickened.

C. Ultrasonic tests to determine the integrity of the bonded structure caused pit-
ting of the magnesium fittings and all had to be replaced.

D. During testing the solar panel exhibited a torsional vibration mode which cou-
pled with the spacecraft bus. Torsional stiffeners had to be added to the box
beams.

E. During flight acceptance testing, a failure occurred in the corrugations of the
skin .003 AL. It was determined that this was due to excessive material
removal in a chemical mill bath. Each panel had to have a double row of
doublers bonded to the corrugations on both sides of the spars.
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In spite of the difficulties, this panel did meet its schedules and was finally qualified.
It was truly an exciting experience when I received a call at Harvard that told me the
panel had passed its final qualification test. The final flight weight was .58 lb. per
sq. ft., the lightest solar panel array yet flown.

What can we learn from this?

First: This is just a simple example of a problem which was not decided on purely
technical grounds.

Second: The decision process in this simple area was a very complex one involving
many different people of many different points of view.

Third: To be effective, the engineer who works on an interdisciplinary team must
have a knowledge of his fellow engineers and of the fundamental interpersonal forces
which make them work together if he is to achieve his objective.
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FIGURE 5
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN IN THE
CHEMICAL PROCESS INDUSTRIES

STANLEY E. HANDMAN
M. W. Kellogg Company

New Market, New Jersey

Mechanical Engineering Design in the chemical process industries is significantly
different from that encountered in the normal manufacturing industries. This is pri-
marily due to the fact that the end item is a chemical or petro-chemical product rather
than a piece of mechanical hardware. Accordingly, in these industries, it is expected
as a matter of routine that hardware is designed to properly perform its required func-
tions. Special consideration, however, is given to items of mechanical equipment when
these make the difference between a process being possible or impossible, or where the
mechanical equipment significantly affects the cost of the chemical product.

The work of mechanical engineers in the chemical process industries falls into three
very broadly defined categories, namely :

(1) Design and Application Engineering
(2) Economic Engineering
(3) Development Engineering

It should be mentioned that when I speak of the work of mechanical engineers, I
am referring to people working as mecharnical engineers; not to their specific degree.
In the chemical process industry, as in many other industries, people may well be
working in areas other than that of their educational specialty.
Design and Application

Most engineers are working in this first category, and here they operate with many
more constraints on their work than is generally apparent to the average engineering
student.

1. Design : This involves the design of pressure vessels, heat exchangers, tanks,
furnaces and piping. In addition to meeting their service requirements, these
designs must conform to many codes and specifications such as the ASME, API
codes, and local codes. Also, the user's specifications, and in the case of a
contracting company the contractor's specifications, must be complied with.

2. Selection of Equipment: Many engineers are engaged in the selection of pumps,
compressors, filters, valves, etc., from the offerings of various manufacturers.
These selections must not only be able to properly perform their required func-
tions, but must meet Company and customer specifications and code require-
ments.

3. The third area of activity is in the preparation of estimates and proposals.
Here considerable use is made of design charts and computer programs for
calculations. In many eases, design charts are preferable to computer programs
because they yield the accuracy required in substantially less time and at lower
cost.
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Economic Engineering

A major activity involves design studies to insure that the final system design will
be the most economic possible.

1. General Design Studies : For example, in a typical plant, the cost of pumps and
compressors may range between 20 and 25 percent of the total material cost.
Piping and piping components are also generally between 20 and 25 percent
of the total material cost. Because of this, it is of considerable importance to
insure that a proper balance is arrived at between the size of the piping used
and the cost of the pumping power and of the pumps and drivers. Here,
studies in depth are made to develop general guide lines for use by designers.

2. Specific System Design : A specific consideration that arises in many plant de-
signs is the determination of the balance between the elevation of a vessel and
the net positive suction head available for a pump taking suction from such a
vessel. Raising the vessel elevation increases the vessel support cost but in-
creases the available NPSH and, hence, reduces the pump cost. An economic
balance is required and is generallr arrived at by discussions between the pump,
piping and vessel designers concerned with the installation in question. In this
category we also find specific studies of plant energy balances, involving optimi-
zation of the use of waste heat for steam generation, the use of extraction
steam for process heating, balances between water- and air-cooled heat exchang-
ers, etc., all designed to minimize the cost of the final product.

3. Design Standards: Much effort is devoted to the development of design stand-
ards. These not only have the advantage of insuring that the designs are
economical, they also save engineering time and unify the work of the Com-
pany. Design standards, however, must be continuously reviewed and revised
to insure that they represent the best in current technology and reflect current
economics.

Development Engineering

In the chemical process industries (since there are no mechanical products as such)
necessity is, indeed, the mother of mechanical inventions. New designs, when devel-
oped, are either those that are required to permit a chemical process to be operable or
that materially influence the manufacturing cost of the chemical product.

I should like, at this time, to discuss a specific design in this category. Our Com-
pany had developed a batch-type continuous process which involveu four reactors, three
onstream in series at any time with the fourth being either charged or unloaded. In
order for this process to work, it was necessary to have valves that could isolate any
one of these reactors during the period when this specific reactor was offstream. A
customer was anxious to have us build this plant, and time was of the essence. These
valves, however, had very severe service requirements. The valves had to be very
large as they were to go into a 40-inch OD by 24-inch -S,D internally insulated pipe line.
The flowing gases varied in temperature between 200 degrees Farenheit and 1600
degrees Farenheit, with a possible short time temperature of 1800 degrees F. The gases
were highly combustible containing a high percentage of hydrogen; and they were dirty,
containing fine solids. These valves were required to seal against a pressure of up to
50 psig, with temperatures ranging from 200 degrees Farenheit to 1600 degrees Far-
enheit at each side, and to open and/or close under all combinations of these tem-
perature and pressure conditions.
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Our first approach was to determine if such a valve was commercially available.
After finding that this was not the case, we next investigated the possibility of modify-
ing an existing valve. When this failed; we attempted to find a manufacturer willing
to undertakti the design and construction of such a valve. When this also failed, we
had no choice but to design the valve ourselves.

By this time it became necessary to develop the design of this valve very rapidly
if we were to meet our customer's desire for the plant start-up date. Accordingly a
group of senior engineers were gathered together to design this valve.

On the basis of the service requirements, the following general specifications were
set:

1) The valve discs and seats should be water-cooled. This would minimize thermal
distortion of the valve, thereby insuring better sealing, and reducing any tend-
ency to jam. Also, it would permit the use of carbon or low alloy steel for the
valve.

2) The valve should have wedge-type double disc construction, with relatively inde-
pendent discs. Wedge-type construction would insure tight closure, double discs
would result in two independent sealing surfaces in series, and independent discs
would reduce the effects of different temperatures on each side of the valve on
the valve sealing.

3) In closing, the discs should slide, under pressure, across the seat face. The slid-
ing action would tend to clean the valve seats as the valve closed, thereby
minimizing the possibility of leakage due to trapping dirt between the disc and
seat.

A preliminary layout of the valve was made and heat transfer analysis and me-
chanical design proceeded concurrently. Since the work was done by a small group
in close consultation with each other, it was possible to revise the thermal design and
mechanical details when required as the over-all design progressed, thereby ensuring
thermal and mechanical compatibility of the final design.

Some of the important design details are shown in Figure 1, along with an
overall view of the valve. The sectioned view of the valve shows the water-cooled
seats, the internal baffles required to give the proper flow patterns, however, are not
shown. The disc guides, not shown, were also water-cooled. Each disc is attached to
the main frame by means of a bayonet joint, permitting the disc to move relative to the
main frame. The belleville springs between the disc and frame are prelowl.ed such that
the force on the disc, at its maximum displacement from the main frame, exceeds the
force on the disc produced by the maximum anticipated gas pressure. In order to con-
tain the cooling water inside of the main frame, the discs are connected to the main
frame by means of bellows expansion joints, thereby sealing the internals front the flow-
ing gases. The hollow stem tube contains two passages, one for the water supply to,
and the other for the water leaving the disc assemblies. The water pressure adds to the
spring force in keeping the discs against the seat when the valve is in the closed posi-
tion. In order to reduce the thermal load on the disc assembly, the discs are dished
in the center with the dished volume filled with insulation. The valve is operated by
means of a hydraulic ram connected to the stem tube.

After the design was completed, a valve manufacturer was found who would build
the valve to our design. The manufacturer, however, would only guarantee workman-
ship and materials, with the operability and suitability of the valve remaining our
own responsibility. I am pleased to be able to report that these valves have now been
in service for over five years and have operated 'without any difficulty.
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APPENDIX ICONFERENCE PROGRAM
Monday, July 12

8:80 a.m. Registration

9:00 a.m. Welcome

Dr. B. Richard Teare, Jr., presiding
Dean, College of Engineering and Science
Carnegie Institute of Technology

Dr. Be ton Guyford Stever, President
Carnegie Institute of Technology

Professor Robert W. Mann
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

9:30 a.m. Round-Table Discussion

"Design Laboratory Workshop Programs"
Dr. B. Richard Teare, Jr., Moderator
Selected participants of the Design Workshops conducted at Dartmouth,
M.I.T., Case, U.C.L.A., Berkley, and Carnegie

Professor Ozer A. Arnas
Louisiana State University
Professor D. W. Bradbury
Clemson University
Professor Robert C. Dean
Dartmouth College

Professor W. B. Diboll, Jr.
Washington University
Professor Robert W. Mann
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Professor James B. Reswick
Cass Institute of Technology
Professor A. B. Rosenstein
University of California, Los Angeles
Professor Robert R. Rothfus
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Professor Edward J. Smith
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Professor Robert F. Steidel, Jr.
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Theodore A. Terry
Lehigh University
Professor Robert P. Vail
The University of Arizona
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10:30 a.m. Coffee Break

11:00 a.m. Round-Table of Design Workshops continued

12 :30 p.m. Luncheon

2:30 p.m. Round-Table Discussion

"The Role of Design Theory in the Workshop Program"

Professor Robert W. Mann, Moderator
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Selected Participants of Workshop Program

Professor Peter Z. Bulkeley
Stanford University

Professor Steven A. Coons
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Professor Donald Gall
Carnegie Institute of Technology

Professor William C. Monday
Kansas State University

Professor Frederick C. Munchmeyer
University of Hawaii

Professor Thornton W. Price
Arizona State University

Dr. Robert K. Prince, Jr.
LockheedCalifornia Company

Professor a B. Ratcliff
Bradley University

Professor Roger W. Schiller
Pennsylvania State University

Professor Paul T. Shannon
Dartmouth College

Dr. Ewart E. Smith
Serendipity Associates

Professor Robert A. Wyant
Clarkson College of Technology

3:80 p.m. Coffee Break

4:00 p.m. Round-Table on Design Theory Continued

5:30 p.m. Cocktails
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6:30 p.m. Banquet

Dr. B. Richard Teare, Jr., presiding
Dean, College of Engineering and Science
Carnegie Institute of Technology

Speaker:

Mr. Harold C. MacDonald
Assistant Chief EngineerVehicles
Ford Division, Ford Motor Company

"The Compleat Automotive Design Engineer"

Tuesday, July 13
9:00 a.m. The Case Study

Mr. Karl H. Vesper, presiding
Director of Case Development
School of Engineering
Stanford University

After Introductory Remarks each person attended one of five workshop
sessions of his choice conducted by Professors Bulkeley, Fuchs, Pefley,
and Steidel and Mr. Vesper. Each session discussed a particular case,
considering its nature as a pedagogical tool and ways of using it in
teaching.

10:30 a.m. Coffee Break

11:00 a.m. Repetition of five workshop sessions so each person could participate in
a second session of his choice.

12:00 Noon Critique of the Case Study

12:30 p.m. Luncheon

1:30 p.m. The Industrial Point of View

Professor Robert R. Rothfus, presiding
Carnegie Institute of Technology

Mr. W. J. Schimandle
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
"The Mariner 'C' Solar Panel"

Mr. R .H. Fields
Westinghouse Electrical Corporation
"A Rapid Transit System"

3:30 p.m. Coffee Break

Mr. Stanley E. Handman
M. W. Kellogg Company
"Mechanical Engineering Design in the Chemical Process Industry"
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APPENDIX IIPARTICIPANTS IN THIRD CONFERENCE ON ENGINEERING
DESIGN EDUCATION

Name
Arms, Ozer A.
Au, Tung
Baumann, Dwight M.B.
Beardsley L. Robert
Blesser, William
Bollinger, John G.
Borgmann, Carl W.
Bosma, Robert
Bradbury, D. W.
Brighton, J. A.
Bulkeley, Peter Z.
Calvert, Floyd 0.
Canjar, Lawrence N.
Chalk, William S.
Church, Austin H.
Coberly, Camden
Constantinides, C.
Conti, James J.
Coons, Steven A.
Costanza, James L.
Crossley, F. R. E.
Cunningham, R. G.
Curtis, Gerald
Daniel, L. R.
Davis, Ralph M.
Dean, Robert C., Jr.
Del Bene, J. V.
Derbenwick, F.
Diboll, W. B., Jr.
Dieter, George E.
Dobrovolny, J.
Ennis, Robert
Eshghy, Siavash
Fax, David
Felling, William E.
Fields, Raymond H.
Finzi, Leo A.
Fleck, William
Forbes, M. A.
Foster, Truman G.
Frisch, Joseph

Company
Louisiana State University
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Mississippi
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
University of Wisconsin
Ford Foundation
Princeton University
Clemson University
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Stanford University
University of New Mexico
University of Detroit
University of Washington
New York University
University of Wisconsin
University of Oklahoma
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of California
Georgia Institute of Technology
Pennsylvania State University
International Textbook Company
Louisiana State University
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Dartmouth College
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Manhattan College
Washington University
Drexel Institute of Technology
University of Illinois
United States Naval Academy
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Ford Foundation
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Carniege Institute of Technology
Carniege Institute of Technology
Broome Technical Community College
Ohio State University
University of California
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City State
Baton Rouge, La.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cambridge, Mass.
University, Miss.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Madison, Wis.
New York, N. Y.
Princeton, N. J.
Clemson, S. C.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stanford, Calif.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Detroit, Mich.
Seattle, Wash.
Bronx, N. Y.
Madison, Wis.
Norman, Okla.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cambridge, Mass.
Berkeley, Calif.
Atlanta, Ga.
University Park, Pa.
Scranton, Pa.
Baton Rouge, La.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hanover, N. H.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bronx, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Urbana, Ill.
Annapolis, Md.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
New York, N. Y.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Binghamton, N. Y.
Columbus, Ohio
Berkeley, Calif.



Name
Frounfelker, R.
Fry ling, Glenn R.

Fuchs, Henry 0.
Gall, Donald A.
Garcia, Bert H., Jr.
Gerde, Clifford R.
Golden, Robert G.
Goode, Henry
Gouse, S. William
Hale, Harry P.
Handman, Stanley
Hanes, John
Hauser, Frank E.
Harrisberger, Lee
Hartenberg, R. S.
Heinz, Winfield B.
Hill, Percy H.
Howell, Glen H.
Hoyaux, Max
Johnson, H. L.
Jones, J. B.
Karplus, Alan
Ketchum, Gardner M.
Knott, K.
Krueger, Jack N.
Lambert, Joseph M.
Leipzger, Stuart
Li, Kun
Lichty, William H.
Lih, Marshall M.
Linke, Simpson
MacDonald, Harold C.
Mann, Robert W.
McKee, R. R.
McNeill, Joseph G.

Mercer, Samuel, Jr.
Modrey, Joseph
Monday, William C.
Monrad, Carl C.
Morse, Ivan E., Jr.
Mote, C. D.
Munchmeyer, F. C.
Murphy, Arthur T.
Muster, Douglas F.
Osborn, Robert E.
Ostrofsky, B.

Company
Tennessee Technological Institute
Combustion Engineering Inc.

Stanford University
Carnegie Institute of Technology
North Carolina State University
Purdue Unf. fersity
Newark College of Engineering
Cornell University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Wayne State University
M. W. Kellogg Company
Newark College of Engineering
University of California
Oklahoma State University
Northwestern University
University of California
Tufts University
Wayne State University
Carniege Institute of Technology
Georgia Institute of Technology
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Wentworth Institute
Union College
Pennsylvania State University
University of North Dakota
Drexel Institute of Technology
Institute of Gas Technology
Carnegie Institute of Technology
General Motors Institute
The Catholic University of America
Cornell University
Ford Motor Company
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Nevada
State University of New York
Maritime College
Drexel Institute of Technology
Purdue University
Kansas State University
Carnegie Institute of Technology
University of Cincinnati
Carnegie Institute of Technology
University of Hawaii
Pennsylvania Military College
University of Houston
Cornell University
University of California
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City state
Cookesville, Tenn.
Princeton Junction,

N. J.
Stanford, Calif.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Raleigh, N. C.
Lafayette, Ind.
Newark, N. J.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Cambridge, Mass.
Detroit, Mich.
New Market, N. J.
Newark, N. J.
Berkeley, Calif.
Stillwater, Okla.
Evanston, Ill.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Medford, Mass.
Detroit, Mich.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Atlanta, Ga.
Blacksburg, Va.
Boston, Mass.
Schenectady, N. Y.
University Park, Pa.
Grand Forks, N. Dak.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago, Ill.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Flint, Mich.
Washington, D. C.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Cambridge, Mass.
I.)no, Nev.
Bronx, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Lafayette, Ind.
Manhatan, Kan.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Chester, Pa.
Houston, Tex.
Ithaca, N. Y.
LDS Angeles, Calif.



Nome
Owen, W. Miller
Patrick, W. L.
Paul, Igor
Paxton, H. W.
Peart, R. M.
Pefley, Richard K.
Pelan, Byron J.
Peterson, Thorwald
Price, Thorton W.
Prince, Robert K., Jr.
Quevedo, Carlos
Ratcliff, H. B.
Reswick, James B.
Rosen, Stephen L.
Rosenstein, A. B.
Rothfus, Robert R.
Salamon, Robert
Schiller, Roger W.
Schimandle, W. J.
Schnelle, Karl B., Jr.
Shannon, Paul T.
Shaw, Milton C.
Shen, C. N.
Sheppard, Frederick G.
Sheridan, Marlin L.
Shewan, William
Siddall, J. N.

Smith, Edward J.
Smith, Ewart E.
Starkey, Walter L.
Steidel, Robert F., Jr.
Ste lson, T. E.
Stever, H. Guyford
Teare, B. Richard, Jr.
Upthegrove, W. R.
Vail, Robert P.
Vesper, Karl H.
Webb, Bryan, Jr.
Welbourn, D. B.
Williams, Gordon C.
Wyant, Robert A.
Yang, An Tzu
Yerazunis, Stephen
Zorowaki, Carl

Company
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Virginia Military Institute
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Purdue University
University of Santa Clara
Rutgers University
United States Military Academy
Arizona State University
LockheedCalifornia Company
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Bradley University
Case Institute of Technology
Carnegie Institute of Technology
University of California
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Newark College of Engineering
Pennsylvania State University
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Instrument Society of America
Dartmouth College
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Duke University
Bucknell University
Valparaiso University
McMaster University

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Serendipity Associates
The Ohio State University
University of California
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Carnegie Institute of Technology
The University of Texas
The University of Arizona
Stanford University
University of Arkansas
University of Cambridge
University of Louisville
Clarkson College of Technology
University of California
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
North Carolina State University
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City State
Peoria, Ill.
Lexington, Va.
Cambridge, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lafayette, Ind.
Santa Clara, Calif.
New Brunswick, N. J.
West Point, N. Y.
Tempe, Ariz.
Burbank, Calif.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Peoria, Ill.
Cleveland, Ohio
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newark, N. J.
University Park, Pa.
Pasadena, Calif.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hanover, N. H.
Pittsburgh, Pa,
Troy, N. Y.
Durham, N. C.
Lewisburg, Pa.
Valparaiso, Ind.
Hamilton, Ontario,

Canada
Troy, N. Y.
Chatsworth, Calif.
Columbus, Ohio
Berkeley, Calif.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Austin, Tex.
Tucson, Ariz.
Stanford, Calif.
Fayetteville, Ark.
Cambridge, England
Louisville, Ky.
Potsdam, N. Y.
Davis, Calif.
Troy, N. Y.
Raleigh, N. C.



APPENDIX III WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

Only the principal participating faculty of each host institution is listed.

At the Carnegie Institute of Technology :

Carnegie Faculty:
L. N. Canjar, Project Director
R. R. Rothfus
D. A. Gall

Visiting Faculty:
A. C. Haman, University of Detroit
L. A. Pulls, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
R. W. Schiller, Pennsylvania State University
T. A. Terry, Lehigh University

At the Case Institute of Technology:

Case Faculty:
J. B. Reawick, Project Director
J. C. Angus
W. B. Johnson
C. K. Taft

Visiting Faculty:

0. A. Arnas, Louisiana State University
H. Goode, Cornell University (observer)
J. N. Krueger, University of North Dakota
B. Webb, Jr., University of Arkansas
R. A. Wyant, Clarkson College

At Dartmouth College:

Dartmouth Faculty :
R. C. Dean, Jr., Project Director
P. T. Shannon
S. R. Stearns

Visiting Faculty:
D. W. Bradbury, Clemson University
W. S. Chalk, University of Washington
A. K. Karplus, Wentworth Institute (observer)
M. M. Lih, Catholic University of America
T. W. Price, Arizona State University
F. G. Sheppard, Duke University
W. Shewan, Valparaiso University

At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
M.I.T. Faculty:

R. W. Mann, Project Director
D. Baumann
S. W. Gouse
I. Paul
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Visiting Faculty :
C. Constantinides, University of Oklahoma
S. Linke, Cornell University (observer)
R. M. Peart, Purdue University
H. B. Ratcliff, Bradley University
E. J. Smith, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (observer)
D. B. Welbourn, University of Cambridge (observer)
A. T. Yang, University of California, Davis

At the University of California, Berkeley:
University of California Faculty :

R. F. Steidel, Jr., Project Director
J. L. Costanza
J. Frisch
F. E. Hauser

Visiting Faculty:
H. 0. Fuchs, Stanford University
W. C. Monday, Kansas State University
R. K. Pefley, University of Santa Clara
R. P. Vail, University of Arizona

At the University of California, Los Angeles:

U.C.L.A. Faculty :
A. B. Rosenstein, Project Director
W. B. Heinz
R. B. McKee (ma leave)
B. Ostrofsky

Visiting Faculty:
L. R. Beardsley, University of Mississippi
F. 0. Calvert, University of New Mexico
W. B. Diboll, Jr., Washington University (St. Louis)
F. C. Munchmeyer, University of Hawaii
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